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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION . 

Previous investigators have demonstrated significant 

relationships between the therapists' and/or the clients' 

expectations of treatment duration, symptom reduction, and 

the actual treatment outcome (Rosenthal & Frank, 1956; 

Shapiro, 19591 Whitehorn, 1959). Two paradigms have 

traditionally been incorporated into the investigation of 

participants' expectations: expectancy trait and expectancy 

state (Wilkins, 1973). Investigations which utilized the 

expectancy _ trait paradigm made no attempt to manipulate tne 

expectations of the participants. Rather, these 

investigators assessed the participants' expectations prior 

to the therapeutic procedures and correlated these assessed 

expectations with the observed treatment outcomes (Wilkins, 

1973). Contrary to those investigations which utilized the 

expectancy trait paradigm, studies which incorporated the 

expectancy state paradigm manipulated the participan½s' 

expectations concerning the probabl;e duration of treatment 

or its effectiveness. Under this paradigm, subjects were 

randomly assigned to groups. Their instructions served as 
. . . 

the independent variable. The therapeutic outcome comprised 

1 
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the dependent measure (Wilkins, 1973). These paradigms may 

be further categorized into those which dealt with either 

the therapists' expectancy traits or states, and those which 

investigated the clients' expectancy traits or expectancy 

states. 

Friedman (1960), Goldstein (1960b), Goldstein and 

Shipman (1961), and Lipkin (1954) have demonstrated that the 

clients' expectancy traits are significant predictors of the 

psychotherapeutic outcome. These studies suggested that the 

attitude which a client brings into the therapeutic setting, 

in part, determine the effectiveness of the treatment. 

However, contrary to these findings, Brady, Reznikoff, and 

Zeller (1960), and Goldstein (1960a) were not able to 

demonstrate similar relationships between the clients' 

expectancy traits and the outcome of the psychotherapeutic 

process. 

The clients' manipulated expectations have also been 

investiga tea. Krause, Fizsimmons, and Wolf (1969), Marcia, 

Rubin, and Efran (1969), McGlynn, Mealia, and Nawas (1969), 

and M~Glynn, Reynolds, and Linder (1971) have indicated a 

significant relationship between the clients' expectancy 

states and the outcome of psychotherapy. However, as with 

those investigations which examined the relationships 

between the clients' expectancy traits and the therapeutic 
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outcome, several of the investigations which involved the 

clients' expectancy states failed to demonstrate 

significance (Grosz, 1968; McGlynn & Mapp, 1970; McGlynn & 

tvilliams, 1970). 

The therapists' · expectations have also been 

investigated. Bishop, Sharf, and Adkins (1975), Lindsey, 

Martin, and Moore (1976), and Martin, and Sterne (1975) 

investigated • various therapists' expectancy traits. Their 

results indicated that the therapists' expe eta ti ans 

concerning the duration or the outcome . of treatment were 

significantly related to the observed duration or outcome of 

treatment. The therapists' expectancy state. has been 

investigated by Gibbs (1975), who failed to demonstrate a 

significant relationship _ between the therapists' 

expectations and the patients' improvement. 

Other investigators have examined the relative 

influence of the clients' and therapists' expectancy traits 

(Goldstein, 1960a; Gulas, 1974; Heine & Trosrnan, 1960; 

Saltzman, Luetgert, Roth, Creaser & Howard, 1976). With the 

exception of Saltzman, et al., (1976), these investigators 

indicated that the therapists' expe eta ti ons were 

significantly more predictive of the treatment duration and 

outcome than those expectations reported by the clients. 

Saltzman, et al., (1976) indicated that the duration of 
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treatment may have been relatively unimportant once a viable 

therape.utic alliance had been established. 

The investigations on the therapists' expectancy traits 

congruently indicated that the therapists' expectations 

influenced the duration and outcome of treatment. Gibbs 

(1975), the only investigator to examine the therapists' 

expectancy states, failed to support these findings. 

Support for the clients' expectancy traits and states was 

divided: approximately 6ne-third of the investigations on 

the clients' expectations to demonstrate a 

significant relationship with 

failed 

the observed outcomes. 

Examining the investigations on the cl-ients' expectations, 

Wilkins (1973) has provided a possible explanation for these 

diverse reports. Wilkins reported that in those cases where 

a significant client expectancy effect had been reported, 

the therapists had been aware of those expectations. Thus, 

the therapists' awareness and not the clients' expectations 

might have caused the significant relationship between the 

clients' expectations and the treatment outcome. 

The • review of the 

participant expectations 

• previous investigations 

has indicated that 

on 

those 

expectations held by the therapists and not the clients were 

the most salient predictors of the therapeutic outcome. 

However, there has been no attempt to determine how the 
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therapists' expectations affect the therapeutic setting. 

Therefore, the purpose of this investigation was to I examine 

selected characteristics of the therapists' behavior when 

their expectations concerning a client's presenting problem 

were either congruent or incongruent with the problem which 

the client actually presented. 

LITERATURE REVIEty 

Historically, medical researchers have employed 

placebos in their investigations to equate treatment groups. 

The placebo, 

indistinguishable 

an 

from 

organically inert substance 

the experimental agent, was 

administered to the control group and the difference between 

the experimental and control group's recovery rate rendered 

a measure of the effectiveness of the experimental agent. 

However, during these investigations it was often noted that 

the control groups reported a recovery rate equivalent to or 

surpassing those groups receiving the pharmacologically 

active agents (Jellinek, 1946; Lasagna, Mosteller, Felsinger 

& Beecher, 1964). 

Since the effect of the placebos could not be 

attributed to their chemical properties, psychological 

researchers began investigating the placebo effect and its 

implications for psychiatry and psychotherapy (Rosenthal & 
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Frank, 1956; Shapiro, 1959; Whitehorn, 1958). In these 

studies the investigators concluded that due to the nature 

of the relationship between the therapists and the patient 

in the psychotherapeutic process and the intrinsic quality 

of the psychotherapeutic situation, the efficacy of 

psychotherapy may be due to the placebo effect which had 

been found to operate in medical research. Rosenthal and 

Frank (1956) cited as evidence for this conclusion the 

indication- that the recovery rate for groups receiving 

psychotherapy and the control groups receiving placebo 

treatment in medical research were equivalent. In both 

cases approximately 60 percent of the populations reported a 

significant level of symptom reduction. However, in a 

critique of Rosenthal and Frank's 1956 paper, Cartwright and 

Cartwright (1958) suggested that the term "belief" could 
. 

have been used more efficiently than the term "placebo". 

Further, they claimed that the previous investigators 

(Rosenthal & Frank, 1956) failed to discriminate between 

four types of belief which were present in psychotherapy: 

(a) the belief that certain effects will result, (b) the 

belief in the therapist as a source of help, (c) the belief 

in the techniques or procedures as a source of help, and (d) 

the belief in therapy as the source of help with the 

specific source of help unspecified as to therapist, 
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technique, both or . something else. Though · they did not 

construct specific . investigations to test their hypotheses, 

Cartwright and Cartwright (1958) stated that, due to their 

clinical experience, of these four beliefs only the belief 

in therapy with the source of help unspecified would have 

both a strong positive relationship with the outcome and be 

predictive of the outcome of the psychotherapeutic process. 

In closing, Cartwright and Cartwright suggested that we stop 

paying so much attention the the "placebo effect" and start 

investigating the factors which are responsible for these 

beliefs or expectations and their relationship to . the 

patients' symptom reduction. These studies and those by 

Gliedman, Nash, Imber, Stone and Frank (1958), Uhlenhuth, 

Canter, Neustadt, and Payson (1959), and Whitehorn (1958) 

have indicated that the origin of the placebo effect lies in 

a complicated matrix of patient and therapist expectations. 

Gliedman, et al., ( 1958) have stated as an answer to their 

question, "What does the placebo mean the psychiatric 

setting?", that, 

A first approximation can be obtained by considering 
the placebo as an activator, reinforcer, and 
potentiator of many of the health-promoting factors 
intrinsic to the psychotherapeutic process. It is a 
complicated combination of psychiatrist and patient 
expectations in a · meaningful psychotherapeutic 
process (p.349). · 

Shapiro (1959) also stated, "the placebo effect is maximized 
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and determined in part by the 

doctor-patient relat~onship" (p.302). 

character of the 

Attempting to further define the role of participants' 

expectations in the psychotherapeutic process, 

investigations were conducted in three areas: the effect of 

the clients' expectations, the effect of the therapists' 

expectations, and the effect of the interaction between the 

clients' and the therapists' expectations. These 

investigations have coticentrated on the expected duration 

and outcome, defined as symptom reduction, of treatment. 

According to tiilkins (1973) these investigations may be 

categorized into two basic paradigms: expectancy traits and 

expectancy states. Wilkins referred to the individual's 

expectancy traits as those underlying beliefs which the 

individual brings into the therapeutic situation concerning 

the effectiveness of the treatment he/she will receive. 

Investigations which have incorporated the expectancy trait 

paradigm have assessed the participants' expectations prior 

to treatment and correlated these expectations with the 

observed levels of symptom reduction and duration of 

treatment. The individuals' expectancy states were referred 

to by Wilkins as an experimentally induced set of beliefs 

concerning the effectiveness of the treatment in which they 

would participate. Those investigations which were 
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expectancy states incorporated the 

participants' expectancies as the independent variable for 

the investigation. Typically, the investigators manipulated 

the participants' expectations in regard to the probability 

of successful treatment or the duration of the treatment. 

The effects of these expectancy states were then examined 

with a test for significant differences between the groups. 

Several investigations have indicated that a positive 

correlation eJ:ists between the clients' expectancy traits 

and the therapeutic outcome (Friedman, 1960; Goldstein, 

1960b; Goldstein & Shipman, 1961; Lipkin, 1954; Nash & 

Z imring, 1960) • However, other investigators failed to 

support these indications. Rather, they indicated the lack 

of a significant correlation between the clients' 

expectations and the treatment outcome (Brady, et al., 1960; 

Goldstein, 1960a; Heine & Trosrnan, 1960). 

The investigations concerned with the clients' 

expectancy states have also . demonstrated a lack of 

congruency. Several investigations demonstrated significant 

differences between those groups of clients who were led to 

expect significant symptom reduction and those groups of 

clients who were led to expect minimal change or received no 

information concerning the treatment (Brewer, 1974; Frank, 

Gliedrnan, Imber, Stone & Nash, 1959; Gliedman, et al., 1958; 
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Krause, et al., 196 9; Marcia, et al., 196 9; McGlynn, et al., 

1969; McGlynn, et al., 1971) • Other investigations \•1hich 

have examined the effect of the clients' expectancy state 

have failed to demonstrate the existence · of these 

significant differences. These investigators indicated that 

the clients' expectations did not significantly affect the 

outcome of the psychotherapeutic process (Grosz, 1968; 

McGlynn & Mapp, 1970; McGlynn & l·l ill iarns, 1970) • 

McReynolds, Barnes, Brooks, and Rehagen (1973) have proposed 

a possible e,cplanation for the incompatibility between these 

investigations. McReynolds, et al., (1973) equated the 

level of believability of the placebo treatment group with 

the level of believability of the desensitization treatment 

group. Their results indicated that there were no 

significant differences between the effectiveness of the 
-

placebo group and the desensitization group on symptom 

reduction so long as both treatments activated the clients' 

expectations of improvement to the same level. 

Wilkins (1973) offered another explanation which 

potentially may be more productive than the explanation 

offe;ed _by McReynolds, et al., (1973). In his critique of 

the literature concerning the clients' expectancy states, 

Wilkins (1973) stated, 

Without exception, in the expectancy state studies 
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where expectancy effects ,-1ere reported, the 
therapists were not experimentally blind; and in 
studies failing to demonstrate expectancy effects, 
therapists were blind (p.72). 

On the basis of these findings, Wilkins (1973) concluded 

that the clients' improvement may be more a function of the 

therapists' expectancies than those expectations held by the 

client. 

Following Rosenthal and Frank's (1956) study, interest 

was also generated in the therapeutic agent's role in the 

psychotherapeutic process. Goldstein (1962), in a review· of 

the literature on participant expectancies reported that, 

"In general, results tended to indicate that the 

expectations of patient improvement held by the therapist 

had a more potent influence on these criterion than the 

patient's own expectancies" (p.77). Other investigations 

which have examined the therapist's role in the therapeutic 

process have either attempted to manipulate the therapists• 

prognostic expectations concerning the client (Gibbs, 1975) 

or to assess different therapists' variables and the 

therapists• actual prognosis (Bishop, Sharf & Adkins, 1975; 

Goldstein, 1960a; Gulas, 1974; Lindsey, Martin & Moore, 

1976; Martin & Sterne, 1975; Martin, Sterne & Hunter, 1976; 

Rosenzweig & Folrnan, 197 4; Sal_tzman, et al., 1976) • The 

investigations by Foster, Ysseldyke, and Reese (1975), and 
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Rosenthal and Jacobson (1966) have been included with those 

investigations 

expectancies. 

v1hich manipulated· the therapists' 

In these studies the results indicated that 

student teachers made some evaluations on the basis of 

stereotypes (Foster, et al.,. 1975), and that teacher 

expectancies of IQ gains were significantly related to 

actual gains scores on Flanagan's Test of General Ability. 

Gibbs (1975) reported two studies concerning the efficacy of 

the prognostic eJcpectations held by the therapeutic agent. 

In the first study, Gibbs manipulated the therapeutic 

agents• expectancies of the patients' improvement. In the 

students' second study, she manipulated graduate 

expectancies of the patients' responsiveness to therapy. 

The results of her first study failed to achieve 

significance, although the findings did approach the .OS 

level. The results of the second study yielded a 

significant three-\t1ay interaction: therapist warmth, client 

expectation, and therapist expectations. 

Martin and Sterne (1975), Saltzman, et al., (1976), and 

Strupp (1958) have investigated the relationship between the 

therapists' expectancy traits and the clients' degree of 

improvement. The findings \'Thi ch were presented by these 

investigators were congruent; the therapists• prognoses were 

significantly related with the clients' perceived 
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et al~, (1976) conducted a 

multi-factor study which indicated several significant 

factors for both the clients and the therapists. The 

findings which were concerned with the therapists' variables 

have extended the findings which were reported by Goldstein 

(1960a), and Martin and Sterne (1975). Goldstein (,1960a) 

found the therapists' expectations for the duration · of 

therapy to be predictive of the actual treatment duration. 

He failed to demonstrate a similar relationship for the 

clients' expectations. Martin and Sterne (1975) have also 

studied the relationship between the therapists' 

expectations, the clients' expectations and the outcome of 

therapy. 

significant 

Their findings indicated that there was a 

relationship between the therapists' 

expectations and the outcome or therapy. They were also 

unable to demonstrate a similar relationship with the 

clients' expectations. In addition to supporting these 

findings, Saltzman, et al., (1976) found the therapists' 

prognoses to be significantly correlated with the following 

factors: the clients' ratings of problem resolution, the 

therapists' assessment of the degree of change, and the 

therapists' assessment of the degree of resolution of 

presenting problem. The findings by Saltzman, et al., ... 

(1976) which dealt with the clients' expectations were 
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incongruent with the findings of Goldstein (1960a}, and 

Martin and Sterne (1975). While Goldstein (1960a), and 

Martin and Sterne (1975) failed to demonstrate significant 

relationships between the clients' expectations and the 

outcome of therapy, Saltzman, et al., (1976} found 

significant correlations between the patients' improvement 

and understanding and uniqueness. Bishop, et al., (1975), 

Goldstein (1960a), Rosenzweig and Folrnan (1974), and 

Saltzman, et al., (1976)'" have investigated the relationship 

between the therapists' expected duration of therapy and the 

actual duration of treatment. Their findings, with the 

exception of Saltzman, et al., (1976), indicated that the 

correlation between these two variables was significant. 

Saltzman, et al., (1976) failed to support these findings 

and stated, "It may well be that beyond the point of 
. 

establishment of a viable therapeutic alliance, duration of 

treatment by itself diminishes in relevance" (p.551). 

The therapist's verbal behavior has been studied as a 

function of the therapist's prognosis and attitude toward 

the patient (Strupp, 1958). Strupp found statistically 

significant group differences depending on the therapist's 

prognosis. Therapists with favorable prognoses were more 

likely to accept the patient's focus without attempting to 

shift it. Therapists with a noncornraittal prognosis tended to 
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show more initiative in their communication. Their rate of 

"warm" responses was also greater. Therapists whose 

prognoses were unfav·orable gave more than four times as many 

"cold" · responses than those therapists who considered the 

client's prognosis favorable. 

In general, the findings of these studies confirm 

Wilkins• (1973) conclusion concerning the direction of 

influence in the relationship between the therapeutic agent 

and the patient. According to Wilkins the affect of the 

participants' expectations was caused by the therapeutic 

agent. The results of those investigations on the 

therapists' expectancy traits indicated a significant 

relationship between the therapists' prognoses and the 

clients' perceived improvement. The results of those 

investigations on the clients' expectations failed to 

demonstrate any consistent relationship between those 

expectations and their degree of symptom reduction. Wilkins 

explained the inconsistencies between these investigations 

by demonstrating in all cases where significant client 

e~cpectations were reported that the therapists were aware · of 

their clients' expectations. Therefore, tvilkins (1973) 

hypothesized that the controlling agent was the therapist. 
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l'IQHVERBAL COMMUN ICAXION · 

Ekman and Friesen (1969), Mehrabian and Ferris (1967), 

Mehrabian and Wiener (1967), and Shapiro (1966) have 

investigated the relationship between the communicator's 

nonverbal and verbal behavior and the perception of the 

intended message by an addressee. Shapiro (1966) found that 

the perception of a message by an addressee with access to 

only the verbal or nonverbal channel of the message was 

significantly correlated-with the perception of the message 

when both channels were available to the addressee. Shapiro 

(1966) also found that the correlation the 

perceptions of the addressees who only had information from 

one of the two channels was not significant. On the basis of 

these correlations, Shapiro (1966) concluded that the verbal 

and nonverbal behavior of the communicator contributed to 

the • meaning of a message independently. Mehrabian and 

Ferris (1967), and Mehrabian and Wiener (1967) investigated 

the relationship between the verbal and nonverbal behavior 

of a communicator and the perception of the intended 

message. The results of these two investigations indicated 

the participation of a third variable on the perception of 

the intended message. The vocal quality or the intonation 

of the verbal message significantly altered the perception 

of the verbal message (Mehrabian & Wiener, 1967). Mehrabian 
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and Ferris (1967) in -their conclusion proposed that a linear 

relationship existed between these three variables and that 

they each contributed to the perception of the total 

message. They indicated that the nonverbal channel of the 

communication was almost 8 times more influential than the 

verbal component of a message (Mehrabian & Ferris, 1967). 

Other investigators have studied the effect of the 

communicator's attitude toward the addressee on his/her 

specific bodily cues and the perception of a verbal message 

(Haase & Tepper, 1972; Karger, 1974). These investigators 

have found that the communicator's body orientation, eye 

con~act, trunk lean, and seated distance from the addressee 

were significantly affected by the comm uni ca tor's attitude 

toward the addressee, and significantly affected the 

addressee's perception of the verbal message emitted by the 

communicator. 

These investigations indicated the existence of three 

components of a message: verbal, vocal, and nonverbal. 

Mehrabian and Ferris (1967) demonstrated that the nonverbal 

communication of a subject was the most influential. Haase 

and Tepper (1972), and Karger (1974) extended these findings 

by demonstrating the relationship between the communicators' 

attitudes and their nonverbal behavior. These investigators 

found that the communicators' attitudes significantly 
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affected their nonverbal behavior which affected the 

perception of their verbal statements. 

Bod~r Orj~ntation 

The communicator's body orientation has been 

investigated as a function of the communicator's attitude 

toward the addressee (Kelly, 1972; Mehrabian, 1968 & 1970; 

Mehrabian & l-lilliams, 1969) and as a factor influencing the 

perception of the verbal message (Haase & Tepper, 1972; 

Karger, 197 4) • Karger (1974) reported that the direct 

orientation of the communicator was perceived as more 

empathic than the rotated position. Kelly (1972) reported 

that the communicator's orientation was positively 

correlated with the communicator's positive attitude toward 

the addressee. The remaining investigators have studied the 

various interactions in which the communicator's body 
. 

orientation participated (Haase & Tepper, 1972; Mehrabian, 

1968 & 1970; Mehrabian & tvilliams, 1969). Haase and Tepper 

(1972) demonstrated a significant interaction between the 

variables of trunk lean, distance, and body orientation. 

At the direct orientation (face to face) the farther 
distance (72") raises the judged empathy over the 
close distance. At the rotated position the close 
distance (36") is more clearly associated with 
higher levels of judged empathy (p.420). 

The perception of the communicator's attitude toward 

the addressee was affected by the communicator's body 
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orientation, which -interacted with the communicator's sex 

and the communicator's attitude toward the addressee 

(Hehrabian, 196 8 & 1970; Mehrabian & tvilliams, 196 9) • t117hen 

the communicator was female, her body orientation was the 

most direct · when confronting an addressee for whom her 

attitude was neutral. Ho~1ever, when the communicator was 

male, his body orientation was the most direct when 

confronting an addressee whom he intensely disliked 

(Mehrabian, 1968). "Only in the case of male communicators 

did a more direct shoulder orientation detract from the 

perceived persuasiveness of their communications" (Mehrabian 

& Williams, 1969). With the exception of male communicators 

and intensely disliked male addressees the body orientations 

of male and female communicators were similar. Body 

orientations were most 

liked addressees and 

(Mehrabian, 1968). 

Trunk Lean 

direct for neutral or moderately 

less direct for disliked addressees 

Both positive and negative effects of the 

communicator's trunk lean have been demonstrated in the 

perception of attitudes (Kelly, 1972; Mehrabian, 1968 & 

1970; Mehrabian · & t\Tilliams, 1969), and the perception of a 

verbal message (Haase & Tepper, 1972; Karger, 1974). The 

communicator's trunk lean significantly affected the 
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perception of empathy. The interaction between the 

communicator's trunk lean, distance, and verbal message 

proved more informative than the main effect (Haase & 

Tepper, 1972). This interaction indicated that, "At the 

forward lean, the medium message is most facilitated by the 

far distance, while the high message is most facilitated by 

the close distance" (p.420). Karger (1974) reported no 

significant relationship between the perception of empathy 

and the communicator's trunk lean. 

The communicator's trunk lean has also . been found to be 

significantly related to the perception of the 

communicator's attitude toward the addressee (I<elly, -1972; 

Mehrabian, 1968). Mehrabian (1968) stated, "Backward lean, 

which was a parabolic function of attitude, attained a 

maximum for moderately disliked addressees and diminished 

sharply for liked and intensely liked addressees" (p.28). 

This statement by Mehrabian (1968) was supported by Kelly 

(1972) who also reported that the communicator's forward 

lean communicated a positive attitude, the upright position 

communicated a less positive attitude, and the backw~rd lean 

communicated a negative attitude toward the addressee. 

These investigations have demonstrated the significant 

affect of the communicator's attitude on his/her body 

orieritation toward an addressee and the perception of those 
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attitudes by the addressee. Karger (1974) indicated the 

direct orientation was correlated with the communicator's 

positive attitude toward the addressee. Only those 

investigations by Haase and Tepper (1972), and Mehrabian and 

~·1ill iarns ( 196 9) found the comm uni ca tor's direct body 

orientation not to be indicative of a positive attitude 

toward the addressee. Haase and Tepper (1972) demonstra·ted 

a significant interaction with trunk lean and distance. 

Mehrabian and Williams (1969) demonstrated a significant 

interaction with the communicator's sex. 

Of these investigators, Karger (1974) was the only one 

who failed to report a significant relationship between the 

communicator's trunk lean and the perceptions of the 

addressee. Kelly (1972) and Mehrabian (1968) reported that 

the communicator's trunk lean was significantly associated 

with the addressee's perceptions of the communicator's 

attitude. Haase and Tepper (1972) found a significant 

interaction between the communicator's trunk lean, distance, 

level of verbal empathy and the addressee's perceptions. 

Distance 

The communicator's seated distance from the addressee 

has been found to affect the perception of verbal empathy 

(Haase & Tepper, 1972), attitudes (Kelly, 1972; Mehrabian, 

196 8; Mehrabian & ivilliams, 196 9) , and attraction (Boucher, 
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1972). It has been found to be a function of the level of 

congrue~ce between verbal and nonverbal conmunication 

(Graves & Robinson, 1976). Seated distances were found to 

be related linearly with the communicator's attitude toward 

the addressee (Kelly, 1972; Mehrabian, 1968; Mehrabian & 

Williams, 1969) and to affect the perception of an empathic 

verbal message (Haase & Tepper, 1972). The results reported 

by Haase and Tepper indicated that the seated distance 

between the communicator ·and the addressee interacted with 

the communicator's trunk lean, body orientation, and eye 

contact. The interactions between distance, trunk lean, and 

body orientation have been discussed previously. The 

interaction between the coramunicator's seated distance and 

eye contact indicated that the communicator's seated 

distance was subordinate to eye contact. t•vhen the 
. 

communicator's seated distance was investigated in the 

absence of eye contact the perception of the empathic value 

of the verbal message was lower for all levels of verbal 

content. When eye contact was maintained the results were 

similar to the results reported for the interaction between 

distance, trunk lean, and the verbal message. 

Boucher (1972) demonstrated that the seated distance 

between the coomunicator and the addressee was affected by 

the subject population and the ratings of attraction by the 
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client. He investigated schizophrenic and alcoholic 

patients and found a significant effect for the 

schizophrenic patients. They were significantly less 

attracted to the interviewer when seated at the intimate 

position (12") than when they were seated at either the 

personal position (39") or the social position (9'). Though 

Boucher (1972) was unable to explain the results for the 

alcoholic population, he found this group to be more 

attracted at the personal distance than either the intimate 

or social distances. 

Graves and Robinson (1976) investigated the effect of 

noncongruent verbal and nonverbal messages on the seated 

distance between the communicator and the addressee. Their 

findings indicated that the seated distance between the 

communicator and the addressee was a function of the 

congruence between the verbal and nonverbal behavior of the 

communicator. Their results support the finding of 

Mehrabian and Ferris (1967), Mehrabian and Wiener (1967), 

and Shapiro (1966). These researchers found the nonverbal 

component of a message to be the most influential. Graves 

and Robinson (1976) found that the closest distance resulted 

from congruent positive messages, while the farthest 

distance resulted from incongruent messages when the verbal 

component was positive and the nonverbal co~ponent was 
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negative. 

The communicator's seated distance has demonstrated a 

significant effect on the addressee's perception of the 

communicator's attitudes toward the addressee (Kelly, 1972; 

Mehrabian, 1968; Mehrabian & Williams, 1969). Boucher 

(1972) reported a significant relationship between the 

subject population, client's ratings of attraction, and the 

communicator's seated distance. Haase and Tepper {1972) 

indicated that the communicator's seated distance interacted 

with their trunk lean and body orientation. Further in 

regard to the relationship between seated distance and eye 

contact, they reported that in the absence of eye contact 

the perception of verbal empathy was lower at all distances. 

Graves and Robinson (1976) reported that the seated distance 

between the communicator and the addressee was a function of 
-

the congruence between their verbal and nonverbal messages. 

Eye Contact 

The communicator's eye contact was found to be the most 

salient of the nonverbal behaviors which have been 

investigated (Haase & Tepper, 1972; · Kelly, 1972). Kelly 

(1972) reported that the presence of eye contact was a 

"cogent indicator of positive or preferential therapist 

attitude" (p.345). Haase and Tepper (1972) found that the 

maintenance of eye contact by the communicator was the fnost 
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powerful predictor . of empathic communication to the 

addressee. 

Eye contact also interacted with the communicator's 

trunk lean, the empathic value of the verbal message, and 

with the communicator's trunk lean, distance, and verbal 

message (Haase & Tepper, 1972). Haase and Tepper 

constructed verbal messages which contained either high, 

medium, or low levels of verbal empathy. They sho\-1ed that 

eye contact facilitated the perception of empathy for all 

three levels of the verbal message. The perception of the 

medium level was the most highly influenced by the 

communicator's eye contact. When the verbal message was 

communicated in the absence of eye contact, the perception 

of the empathic message was significantly lower regardless 

of the other variables or the empathic rating of the verbal 

message. 

Mehrabian (1968), and Mehrabian and Williams (1969) 

have reported on the interaction between the communicator's 

se;c and eye contact. In his 1968 study, Mehrabian indicated 

that eye contact interacted with the communicator's attitude 

toward the addressee in a parabolic manner, regardless of 

the · communicator's se,c. In a later study, Mehrabian and 

Williams (1969) found a three-way interaction between the 

sex of the communicator, the seated distance between the 
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co~nunicator and the addressee, and the percent of time eye 

contact.was maintained. They found that at relatively close 

seating distances there were no significant differences due 

to variations in eye contact for either the male or female 

communicators. However, at the relatively greater distances, 

maintaining eye contact with the addressee 90 percent of the 

time was perceived as less persuasive than maintaining eye 

contact with the addressee 50 percent of the time, for male 

communicators. This relationship was reversed for female 

cornmunica tors. 

t'?ith the exception of the investigation reported by 

Mehrabian and t'lilliams ( 196 9) , the cornrnuni ca tor's 

maintenance of eye contact was the most salient predictor of 

positive attitude (Kelly, 1972; Mehrabian, 1968), and verbal 

empathy (Haase & Tepper, 1972). Haase and Tepper reported 

that eye contact was the most powerful indicator of verbal 

empathy at all levels of the verbal statement, but the 

medium level was the most significantly affected. Mehrabian 

and Williams (1969) demonstrated a significant effect for 

the interaction between the communicator's sex, seated 

distance, and eye contact on the addressee's perception of 

the communicator's attitude. 

Smile and Head Nod 

D'Augelli (1974) and Fretz (1966) demonstrated that the 
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communicator's frequency of smiling or head nodding behavior 

was related with the addressee's perception of either warmth 

or initial acceptance. Bayes (1972), Fretz (1966), and 

Showalter ( 197 4) found that the frequency of the 

communicator's positive 

highly correlated with 

head nodding behavior \'1as 

the initial acceptance of 

addressee than the communicator's frequency of smiling. 

more 

the 

The 

communicator's frequency of smiling was more indicative of a 

"good relationship" between the communicator and the 

addressee than the frequency of positive head nods. In 

addition to indicating acceptance of the addressee, the 

communicator's positive head nodding behavior was 

significantly correlated with the perception of 

attentiveness by the addressee (D'Augelli, 1974). 

Other investigators have concerned themselves with the 

reinforcing qualities of the communicator's smiling and head 

nodding behaviors. Hackney (1974) and Showalter (1974) 

investigated the relationship between the communicator's 

smiling and head nodding behavior, and the rate of the 

addressee's affective statements. Showalter (1974) found a 

significant relationship between the communicator's smiling 

behavior and the addressee's affective statements. The 

communicator's smiling behavior was significantly raore 

productive than either the combination of the communicator's 
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smiling and head nodding reinforcement condition or the head 

nodding _ reinforcement condition alone. The head nodding 

condition failed to 

( Showalter, 197 4) • 

achieve sta ti sti cal significance 

The reinforcing qualities of the communicator's smiling 

and head nodding behavior has been shown to interact with 

the communicator's sex {Hackney, 1974). The communicator's 

head nodding failed to demonstrate a significant main 

effect, but both the coramunicator's head nodding and smiling 

behavior participated in the interaction with 

communicator's se}~. Hackney ( 197 4) stated, 

that affect responses increased slightly from blank 
expression to h~ad nod for the male stimulus model 
then dropped off for the smile and head nod plus 
smile. The female stimulus model provided just the 
opposite effect, starting at a low affect production 
level for the blank expression and building up to 
its highest level with the head nod plus smile 
(p.176). 

the 

The relative strengths of verbal and nonverbal reinforcers 

has been investigated by Banks (1974) who failed to find a 

significant aifference between verbal and nonverbal 

reinforcers. Head nodding was the only reinforcer that 

Banks (1974) employed which has been replicated. Hackney 

(1974) and Showalter (1974) have found the communicator's 

head nodding behavior to be significantly less effective 

than the communicator's smiling behavior. Since Banl<s (1974) 
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incorporated the least powerful reinforcer of those which 

have been shown to effect the addressee's affective 

statements, it may be that the nonverbal reinforcers are 

more influential than the verbal reinforcers with respect to 

the addressee's communication of affect. 

Previous investigators have indicated the existence of 

a significant relationship between the therapists' expected 

treatment duration, level of symptom reduction, and the 

observed outcome of tr ea b-nent. However, these 

investigations have not examined those characteristics of 

the therapists which affect the therapeutic outcome. Rather 

they have· indicated the existence of the relationship 

without indicating the manner in which it operates. They 

have not indicated how the therapists' expectations for 

treatment duration and level of symptom reduction affect the 

clients' behavior and ultimately the therapeutic outcome. 

The present investigation examined the effect of the 

therapists' expectations concerning the client's presenting 

problem, the effect of the client's actual presenting 

problem, and the interaction between these variables on the 

. therapists' nonverbal behavior. The hypothesis was proposed 

that the therapists would nonverbally reinforce those 

statements made by the client which were congruent with the 

therapists' expectations of the client's personal history • 

. •..:.~ ... -~ -.. ,-.. ' 
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The counterpart of this hypothesis was that the therapists 

v1ould nonverbally punish those statements made by the client 

which were incongruent with those expectations held by the 

therapist. Specifically, this study investigated the 

affects of the therapists' expectations, the role presented 

by the client, and the interaction of these variables on 

each of five observed nonverbal behaviors of the 

therapists': smiling, eye contact, seated distance, trunk 

lean, and body orientation. 



CHAPTER 2 

METHOD 

The purpose of the present chapter is to discuss in 

detail the manner in which this investigation was conducted. 

As stated in the previous chapter, the present investigation 

examined the affect of the therapists' expectations 

concerning the client's presenting problem, the client's 

actual presenting problem, and the interaction between these 

variables on the therapist's nonverbal behaviors. 

Incorporated in this investigation were therapists, judges, 

and a confederate client. The selection of these subjects, 

their demographic data, and their roles will be discussed 

independently. 

Therapist~ 

Twenty-four subjects (8 men, 16 women) participated in 

the present investigation. All the subjects were. graduate 

students at the Texas Woman• s University, Denton, Texas. 

All of the subjects were majoring in either psychology or 

counselor education. The subjects' ages ranged from their 

mid-twenties to their fifties. 

The investigator visited graduate level classes in 

psychology and counselor education asking for volunteers to 

31 
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participate in a study for his master• s thesis. The 

investigator explained that 

investigate the relationship 

his study 

between a 

proposed· to 

therapist's 

psychotherapeutic orientation and his/her use of diagnostic 

information. During this presentation the investigator 

stressed the following points: 

(a) Participation was limited to graduate students 

in either psychology or counselor education. 

(b) Participation was not limited on the basis of 

age. 

(c) Participation was voluntary and confidential. 

(.d) The volunteers would be asked to invest 

approximately 45 minutes of their time in the 

investigation. 

(e) The volunteers would be asked to read a 

client's confidential folder which contained 

the client's social history and a letter 

of referral. 

Cf) The volunteers would be asked to conduct _ an 

initial counseling interview in any manner they 

thought appropriate. 

(g) The volunteers were told that they would be 

video taped while conducting a counseling 

interview with the client represented in the 

I 

! 
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confidential folder they would read. 

{h) The volunteers were told that the video taped 

counseling interview would be analyzed by three 

independent judges. 

{i) The volunteers were told that each of them 

would receive a comprehensive explanation of the 

purpose of the study following their 

participation. 

{j) The volunteers were asked to sign a letter of 

informed consent prior to conducting the 

counseling interview. The letter of informed 

consent consisted of a statement to the effect 

that the volunteer had received - a verbal 

description of: the procedures and their purpose, 

any discomfort or risk, any possible benefits to 
. 

the volunteer, and their right to withdraw from 

the study at any time. 

Following this presentation the investigator circulated a 

schedule of the proposed counseling interviews for the 

volunteers tb sign. Volunteers were instructed to sign 

their name in the appropriate blank, indicating which one of 

the counseling interviews they would conduct. Twenty-six 
',,, 

individuals volunteered. · However, one male and one female 

subject withdrew after having read the material in the 
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client's confidential folder. Both of these volunteers 

claimed that they \•1ere not qualified to conduct the proposed 

counseling interview. All of the remaining 24 volunteers 

served as the therapists for this investigation. 

Judges . 

Three Caucasian females ranging in age from 28 to their 

mid-fifties were approached by the investigator and asked to 

be judges in a study for his master's thesis. The minimum 

qualifications for the judges in this investigation were 

established by the investigator. These qualifications were: 

{a) the prospective judge must be in the field of counseling 

psychology, (b) the prospective judge must have completed 

his/her course work for at least a master's degree in 

counseling psychology, and (c) the prospective judge must 

have completed not less than two supervised practicums in 

counseling" psychology. Though these minimum requirements 

were met by all three of the judges, they were surpassed by 

two of the women who participated as judges. The first of 

these two women held her master's degree in psychology and 

had been employed as a counselor for the previous two years 

at a locnl crisis intervention center. The second of these 

two women had completed the course work for her doctoral 

degree in counseling psychology. All· three women had either 

been or were graduate psychology students at the Texas 
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ti-loman's University, Denton, Texas. ·when these women were 

approached, they were told to expect to invest approximately 

20 hours of their time. The judges were volunteers. There 

was no remuneration offered to, or received, by the judges 

for their participation. After each of the judges had 

agreed to participate in the study, each was asked to sign a 

letter of informed consent. This letter contained a 

statement to the effect that each of the judges had received 

a verbal description of the study which included a fair 

explanation of: (a) the procedures and their purpose, (b) 

any associated discomfort or risk, (c) any possible 

benefits, (d) an offer to answer all questions concerning 

the study, (e) their right to confidentiality, and (f} their 

right to withdraw from the study at any time during their 

participation. 

vlhen these women were approached by the investigator 

they were told that should they volunteer for the study 

their tasks would be to watch approximately 32 one-half hour 

video taped counseling interviews and to rate the 

therapists' nonverbal behaviors. The remainder of the time 

the judges were told to expect to invest was used for 

training. The investigator explained to the judges that 

while the video 
. . 

taped counseling interviews they 

would listen for each of 20 scenario statements incorporated 
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by the confederate client. The judges were provided a list 

of these statements in their approximate order of occurrence 

during the counseling interview and told to rate each of the 

five nonverbal target behaviors of the therapist immediately 

following .each statement. The judges were told to rate the 

therapist's nonverbal target behaviors as either punishing 

or reinforcing with a zero or a one, respectively. The 

nonverbal behaviors which the judges were instructed to rate 

were the therapist's smiling, eye contact, seated distance, 

trunk lean, and body orientation. The judges were told to 

indicate for each of these nonverbal behaviors that the 

therapist reinforced the client's previous statement when 

the therapist initiated or maintained (a) a smile, (b) eye 

contact, (c) a close, 18 to 24 inches, seated distance, (d) 

a forward trunk lean, or (e) a direct body orientation 

toward the client immediately following the client's 

scenario statements. Further, the judges were told to 

indicate that the therapist punished the client's statement 

when their nonverbal behavior deviated from these positions. 

The judges were provided with the following examples ·of 

nonverbal behaviors which they were to rate as punishing: 

(a) not an obvious smile, (b) looking away from the client 

or not in the direction of the client's eyes, (c) sitting at 

a distance farther than 24 inches from the client, (d) 
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sitting with an erect oi backward trunk lean, or (e) sitting 

with their · body turned away from the client. The judges 

were told to use the value zero to indicate that the 

therapist's nonverbal behavior punished the previous 

client's statement or to use the value one to indicate that 

the therapist's nonverbal behavior reinforced that 

statement. The judges were told to place one or the other 

of these values in the appropriate cell of the client's 

scenario statements by th·e therapists• nonverbal behaviors 

matrix which comprised the judges' rating form. 

Judges' Rating Form 

The judges' rating form consisted of a 20 by 5 matrix 

which corresponded to the 20 scenario statements which were 

incorporated into each counseling interview by the 

confederate client and the five nonverbal behaviors of the 
-

therapist which were observed following each of those 

scenario statements (Appendix A). The rows of this matrix 

were labeled 1 through 20 corresponding to the confederate 

client's scenario statements. The columns of this matrix 

were labeled A through E corresponding to the therapists' 

smiling, eye contact, seated distance, trunk · lean, and body 

orientation, respectively. This matrix provided for the 

independent rating of each of the five nonverbal behaviors 

of the therapist in response to each of the 20 scenario 
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statements presented by the confederate client. Into each 

of the cells of this matrix the judges were instructed to 

place either a zero or a one. This indicated that in their 

opinion the specific nonverbal behavior either punished or 

reinforced the corresponding statement by the confederate 

client. For organizational purposes,. the judges were also 

asked to label each of their rating forms with the code 

number provided for their confidentiality and the number of 

the video tape for which the rating form corresponded. 

Confederate Client 

A 27 year old Caucasian f enal e was recruited by the 

investigator to portray the client for two groups of 

therapists in a study for the investigator's master's 

thesis. lvhen this woman was contacted, she was told that 

for the position of confederate client there were no 

qualification requirements. She was informed that should 

she volunteer to be the confederate client, she would be 

e,:pected to (a) take the Minnesota Hultiphasic Personality 

Inventory (MHPI), (b) divulge her family history, (c) 

memorize two scenarios, each consisting of 20 statements, 

and (d) participate in approximately 32 one-half hour 

counseling interviews which would be video taped. The 

confederate was further informed that the information which 

was gained from her MMPI profile and her family history 
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would be manipulated by the investigator for the 

construction of two confidential folders. She was told that 

both of these f elders would present her as having difficulty 

in dealing with the fictitious death of her infant son. The 

first of these confidential folders would present an image 

of a neurotically depressed patient. The second folder 

present the image of a patient experiencing a normal grief 

reaction. 

There was no remuneration offered to, or received by, 

the confederate client. After being informed of and 

agreeing to the requirements for her participation, the 

confederate client was asked to sign a letter of informed 

consent. This letter contained a statement to the effect 

that the confederate had received a verbal description of 

the study which included a fair explanation of: (a) the 

procedures and their purposes, (b) any associated discomfort 

or risk, (_c) any possible benefits, (d) an offer to ans\'1er 

all questions concerning the study, (e) her right to 

confidentiality, and (f) her right to withdraw from the 

study at any time during her participation. 

confe,oerate Client's Confidential Folder 

There were two forms of the confederate client's 

confidential folder; each containe·d a brief family history 

and a fictitious letter of referral (Appendix B). This 
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letter was composed by the investigator. It was represented 

as being from an area physician and made reference to the 

elevated depression and psychasthenia scales on the MMPI. 

Within this letter, the supposed physician indicated his 

reasons for referring the client and his diagnosis. The 

family history outlined the confederate client's development 

from her early life through her present circumstances, 

concentrating on her emotional adjustment. These folders 

indicated that the client's difficulties began as a result 

of the death of her infant son. Both forms of the client's 

confidential folder contained information which had been 

manipulated by the investigator. 

The central differences between Form A and Form B of 

the client' confidential folders revolved around family 

unity, the acceptance or rejection of the client, and 

familial support in the face of a crisis. Form A, the 

neurotic depression • scenario, presented a history of 

rejection, a domineering father, and a generally 

disharmonious family. Ultimately, the client married in 

order to escape. Her father did not approve of this 

marriage and refused .to speak to her again. Her marriage 

was unsatinfactory. She - decided to have a baby, thinking a 

child would improve her marriage. The baby did not help 

their marriage and when the child died, she became withdrawn 
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and depressed. Finally, Form A of the client's confidential 
-

folder indicated that two scales on the MMPI were 

sufficiently greater than the mean to justify the ., . . a.iagnosis 

of neurosis. These scales were the depression scale and the 

psychasthenia scale. The client's ·scores on both of these 

scales were above 70 which is two standard deviations above 

the mean and indicates pathology at the neurotic level. 

These scores and their interpretation were incorporated into 

the fictitious letter of referral. 

Form B, the normal grief scenario, presented a history 

of acceptance both by the client's family and peers. Her 

family enjoyed activities in which they could all 

participate. She met her future husband while she was a 

senior in high school and after dating for two years they 

were married. After finishing school they decided to start 

a family. i·lhen the child was approximately one month old he 
.. 

died of sudden infant death syndrome. Following this crisis 

the client was mildly depressed, but she was able to 

continue her daily activities. There was mutual support 

between herself and her husband over the death of their son. 

The depression and psychasthenia scales on the HMPI were 

both elevatea, but not significantly. These scale scores 

were both below 70 which is normally accepted as not 

indicating pathology. These scores and their interpretation 
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were incorporated into the fictitious letter of referral. 

The confederate client was recruited to portray a 

client experiencing either , neurotic depression or normal 

grief based on the death of her infant son~ The MMPI was 

adninistered and her social history was taken. The 

inf orrna ti on provided by these two sources was then 

manipulated by the investigator and . used in the creation of 

the two forms of the client's confidential folder, Forms A 

and B. The confederate client's scenarios, representing 

neurotic depression or normal grief, ,,,ere then created by 

drawing 20 incidents from each of the manipulated forms of 

the client's confidential folders and forming them into 20 

individual statements about the confederate client (Appendix 

C). The confederate client was then required to study the 

two farms of her confidential folder and to memorize her .• 

scenarios • . The criterion for memorization was 100 percent 

recall over ten trials. 

The second group of participants to be recruited were 

the judges. Three Caucasian females, ranging in age from 28 

to their mid-fi~ties were contacted individually and asked 

to rate video taped couns&ling sessions. At this time, each 

of these women was given a brief verbal description of the 

investigation which included a description of thei~ role and 
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the requirements for their participation. 

Prior to reviewing the video taped counseling session, 

the judges were required to attend a practice session. The 

purpose of this practice session was to further acquaint the 

judges with the specific hypotheses of the investigation, 

the nonverbal behaviors being investigated and · the use of 

the judges' rating form. During this session the judges 

were told that the investigation proposed four hypotheses 

which revolved around the relationship betw~en the 

therapists' expectations, the client's presenting problem· 

and the effect these had on the therapists' nonverbal 

behavior. The judges were told the specific hypotheses 

,~ere: 

The therapists would not differentially reinforce or 

punish the confederate client's statements on the basis of 

their expectations of neurotic depression or normal grief. 

The role presented by the confederate client would not 

differentially affect the nonverbal behavior of the 

therapists. 

The interaction between the therapists' expectations 

and the role presented by the confederate client i·1ould be 

significant. 

to reinforce 

This would indicate that the therapists tended 

those statements by the confederate client 

which were congruent with their expectations, while 
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punishing those statements by the confederate client which 

were incongruent with their expectations. 

The five nonverbal target behaviors would not be 

differentially affected by either the therapists' 

expectations, the role presented by the confederate client, 

or the interaction between these two variables • . 

It was explained to the judges that the therapist 1 s 

smiling, eye contact, seated distance, trunk lean, and body 

orientation had been investigated and it was indicated that 

these were nonverbal behaviors which affected the perception 

of attitudes and the perception of the therapist's verbal 

message. Further, these nonverbal behaviors reportedly 

altered the rate of the client's affective statements. The 

judges were instructed to rate the fallowing nonverbal 

behaviors as reinforcing: (a} smiling, (b) eye contact, (c) 

close seated distance, (d) forward trunk lean, (e) direct 
• 

body orientation, and all deviations as punishing • . 

After the hypotheses and the specific nonverbal 

behaviors had been explained, the judges were introduced to 

the rating forms which they would use during the study. The 

judges were instructed to fill in the appropriate blanks at 

the top of the forms consisting of tape number and rater 

number. The code number was filled in by the investigator. 

The purpose of this procedure was . to raaintain experimentally 
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blind judges. 

The last group of participants to be recruited were the 

therapists, as detailed in the previous section entitled 

"Therapists". i'1hen the subjects arrived for their 

appointments, attendance was recorded and they were 

reinforrned that the study was concerned with the 

relationship between the therapist's orientation to 

psychotherapy and his/her use of diagnostic inf orrnation. 

They were told that ·•their participation was strictly 

voluntary, they would be video taped, there would be no 

remuneration, · and they had the right to withdraw from the 

study at any time they desired. After this explanation, the 

subject was asked to sign a letter of informed consent which 

was required by the Human Research Committee at the Te:cas 

Woman's University, Denton, Texas. Upon signing the consent 

form, the investigator presented the subject with either 

Form A or Form B of the confederate client's confidential 

folder. The two forms of the confederate client's 

confidential folder were presented on an alternating basis 

thus balancing the therapists' expectations acFoss the role 

of the confederate client. The subject was allowed 10 

rainutes to review the client's confidential folder. Any 

questions concerning this material asked by the subjects 

were ansuered with the following statement by the 
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investigator: "The ·. purpose . of this study is to examine the 

conclusions that you draw from this material. I will answer 

all of your questions at the end of the counseling session." 

At the end of this 10 minute period the subject was 

introduced to the client and asked to conduct the counseling 

session. 

When-. the 30 minute counseling session was completed, 

the investigator stopped the counseling session and asked 

the subject what he/she considered the central hypothesis. 

This information was used as an informal check to assure 

that the subject was not aware of the true purpose of the 

investigation. The investigator explained that the true 

purpose of the investigation was to examine the relationship 

between the therapist's e>:pectations, the presenting problem 

of the client, and the therapists' nonverbal behavior. In 

closing, the subject was informed that due to the nature of 
• 

the study it was necessary to use deception when he/she was 

asked to volunteer. After the corapletion of the debriefing 

portion of the study, the subject was thanked for his/her 

participation and dismissed. 

After all of the subjects had completed their 

counseling sessions, the tapes were subjected to analysis by 

the three judges. As previously detailed in the section on 

the juages' rating form, the . ::, Juages rated the subjects' 
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nonverbal behavior in response to the confederate client's 

scenario statements. Following the rating of each of the 

therapist's sessions, these ratings were summarized across 

the judges' yielding five frequency scores ranging from zero 

to 60 for each subject in the study. This procedure yielded 

one score for each of the five nonverbal behaviors per 

subject. The means and standard deviations for the judges' 

ratings on each of the subjects' nonverbal behaviors were 

computed. 

STAXISTICAL HYPOTHESES 

There were two independent variables, therapist 

expectations and the role presented by the confederate 

client, and five dependent measures involved in this 

investigation. The dependent measures were the subj ectsi 

nonverbal behaviors: smiling, eye contact, seated distance, 

trunk lean, and body orientation. Four hypotheses were 

tested. All hypotheses are presented in the alternate form. 

(a) The subjects would not differentially reinforce or 

punish the confederate client's statements on the basis of 

their expectations of neurotic depression or normal grief. 

(b) The role presented by the confederate client would not 

differentially affect the nonverbal behavior of the 

therapists. (c) The interaction between the therapists' 
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expectations and the role presented by the confederate 

client would be significant. This would indicate that the 

subjects tended to reinforce those statements by the 

confederate client which were congruent with their 

expectations, while punishing those statements by the 

confederate client which were incongruent with their 

e}:pectations. (d) The five nonverbal target behaviors would 

not be differentially affected by either the therapists' 

expectations, the role presented by the confederate client, 

or the interaction between these two variables. 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

A 2 x 2 multivariate analysis of variance was usea to 

test: 

(1) The main effect for the therapists' expectations. 

(2) The main effect for the role presented by the 

confederate client. 

(3) The interaction between the main effects for the 

therapists' expectations and the role presented by the 

confederate client. 

Originally, the discriminate analysis procedure was 

used as the post hoc ; analysis; . however, this procedure 

developed singular matrices causing it to be inappropriate. 

Therefore, a series of two-way univariate analyses of 
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variance test was used as the post hoc procedure for this 

investigation. 



CHAPTER 3 

RESULTS 

The purpose of the present investigation was divided 

into three areas with the therapists' nonverbal behavior 

serving as the dependent variable. This investigation 

proposed to examine: (a) the effect of the therapists' 

expectations concerning a client's presenting problem, (b) 

the effect of the client's actual presenting problem, and 

(c) the effect of the interaction between these variables._

The dependent variables were five of the therapists' 

nonverbal behaviors. These were �escribed as smiling, eye 

contact, seated distance, trunk lean, and body orientation. 

Four hypotheses were investigated. The first hypothesis was 

concerned with the effect of the therapists' expectations. 

The second hypothesis was concerned with the effect· of the 

client's presenting problem. The third hypothesis \•1as

concerned with the effect of the interaction between these 

variables. The fourth hypothesis was concerned with the 

relationship between the therapists' nonverbal behaviors. 

Three independent judges viewed a video taped 

counseling interview for each of the 24 therapists and rated 

the therapists' nonverbal behaviors. These ratings were 

50 
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then summed across · the three judges and across the twenty 

scenario statements incorporatedby the confederate client. 

This process yielded a single frequency count for each of 

the therapists' five nonverbal behaviors. These scores were 

blocked according to the therapists' expectations and the 

role presented by the confederate client. See Table 1 for 

the cell means and standard deviations of the judges' 

ratings. 

The 2 X 2 Multiva·riate Analysis of Variance (r.IANOVA) 

was used to complete the analysis of these data (Table 2). 

A series of two~\·1ay univariate analyses of variance (ANOVA) 

was used for the post hoc tests of significance to examine 

each of the therapists' nonverbal behaviors. 

The first hypothesis stated that the therapists would 

not reinforce or punish the confederate client's statements 

on the basis of their expecta~ions of neurotic depression or 

normal grief. The results of the 2 X 2 MANOVA supported 

this hypothesis, demonstrating no significant differences 

based on the therapists' expectations. Therefore, this 

hypothesis was accepted. . The results of the 2 X 2 MANOVA 

are reported in Table 2. 

The second hypothesis stated that the role presented by 

the confederate client would not differentially alter the 

nonverbal behavior of the therapists. This hypothesis · was 



Table 1 
Group Means and Standard Deviations 

For the Judges' Summed Ratings 

Therapists' Expectations 

Neurotic Depression Normal 

Nonverbal Behaviors 
SMa ECb soc TL d BOe SMa ECb 

Confederate Client's Role: Normal Grief 

M: 0.33 53.50 46.67 50.33 42.33 1.17 54.33 
SD: 0.52 7.15 23.30 8.45 14.88 2.86 6.28 

Confederate Client's Role: Neurotic Depression 

M: 0. 00 

SD: 0.00 

60.00 

0.00 

50.00 

24.50 

49.17 

23.72 

45.33 

18.54 
Note: Maximum score= 60, Minimum score= 0 

a Smiling (SM} 
b Eye Contact (EC) 
c Seated Distance (SD) 
d Trunk Lean (TL) · 
e Body Orientation (BO) 

0.00 

0.00 

60.00 

0.00 

Grief 

soc 

36.83 
28.85 

48.67 

24.05 

TLd 

28.83 
24.14 

43.33 

23.41 

-· BOe 

14.33 
14.68 

46.33 

16.51 

01 
N 



Table 2 

MANOVA Summary Table 

Log (Generalized Approximate 
Source Variance) U-Statistic df F-Statistic · df 

Confederate 
* Client's Role 36.559 0.503 5,1,20 3.17 5, lfr 

· Therapists' 
Expectations 36.096 0.799 5,1,20 0.81 5,16 

Role by 
Expectations 36.108 0.789 5,1,20 0.86 5,16 U'I 

w 

Subjects 
. {Role by 
Expectations) 35.871 

* . 
.E. < .05 -
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rejected. The 2 .x 2 MANOVA indicated a significant 

difference bet'.·1een the therapists' nonverbal behaviors in 

response to the confederate client's presentation of 

neurotic depression or normal grief scenario. The mean 

response rates for the therapists' nonverbal behaviors 

indicated that the therapists' behaviors were more positive, 
. 
in a more reinforcing position, when the confederate · client 

was expressing neurotic depression than when she was 

expressing normal grief. See Table 1 for cell means and 

standard deviations, and Table 2 for the NANOVA Summary 

Table. · 

The third hypothesis stated that the interaction 

between the therapists' expectations and the role presented 

by the confederate client would be significant. This 

hypothesis was rejected. The 2 X 2 MANOVA failed to 

demonstrate a significant interaction between these 

variables (Table 2). 

The fourth hypothesis stated that the therapists' 

nonverbal behaviors would not be differentially affected by 

either the therapists' e}cpectations, the role presented by 

the confederate client, or the interaction between these 

variables. A two-\·1ay analysis of variance (ANOVA), 

therapists• expectations by the role presented by the 

confederate client, was performed for each of the 
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therapists' nonverbal behaviors. The results of the ANOVA 

for the . therapists' smiling behavior failed to demonstrate a 

significant effect for either the therapists' expectations, 

the client's role, or the interaction between these 

variables (Table 3). The results of the ANOVA for the 

therapists' eye contact demonstrated a significant effect 

for the role presented by the confederate client. This 

analysis failed to demonstrate a significant effect for 

either the therapists' ·· expectations or the interaction 

between the therapists' expectations and the role presented 

by the confederate client (Table 4). The results of the 

A.NOVA for the therapists•· seated distance failed to 

demonstrate a significant effect for either the therapists' 

e}:pectations, the role presented by the confederate client, 

or the interaction between these variables (Table 5). The 
. 

results of the ANOVA for the therapists' Trunk Lean failed 

to demonstrate a significant effect · for either the 

therapists' expectations, the role presented by the 

confederate client, or the interaction between these 

variables (Table 6). The results of the ANOVA for the 

therapists' Body Orientation demonstrated significant 

effects for the role presented by the confederate client and 

the interaction between the therapists' expectations and the 

role presented by the confederate client. This analysis 



Source of 
Variation 

Confederate 
Client's Role 

Therapists' 
Expectations 

Role by 
Expectation 

Within 

Total 

Table 3 
ANOVA Summary Table 

for Smiling 

Sum •of Mean 
Squares df Square 

3.38 1 3.38 

1.04 1 1. 04 . 

1.04 1 1.04 

42.17 20 2.11 

47.62 23 2.07 

56 

F 

1.60 

0.49 

0.49 . 



Source of 
Variation 

Confederate 
Client's Role 

Therapists' 
Expectations 

Role by 
Expectations 

Within 

Total 

* p. < .05 - -

Table 4 
ANOVA Summary Table 

for Eye Contact 

Sum of Mean 
Squares df Square 

222.04 1 222.04 

1.04 l 1.04 

1.04. 1 1.04 

452.83 20 22.64 

676.96 23 29.43 

57 

F 

* 9.80 

0.05 

0.05 



Source of 
Variation 

Confederate 
Client's Role 

Therapists' 
Expectations· 

Role by 
Expectation 

Within 

Total 

Table 5 

ANOVA Summary Table 

for Seated Distance 

Sum of Mean 
Squares df Square 

345.08 1 345.08 

187.04 1 187.04 

108�38 1 108.38 

12769.50 20 638.48 

13409.96 23 583.04 

58 

F 

0.54 

0.29 

0.17 



Source of 
Variation 

Confederate 
Client's Role 

Therapists' 
Expectations 

Role by 
Expectations 

Within 

Total 

Table 6 

ANOVA Summary Table 

for Trunk Lean 

Sum of Mean 
Squares · df Square 

266.67 1 266.67 

1120.67 1 1120.67 

368.17 368.17 

8822.33 20 441.12 

10577.83 23 459.91 

· 59

F 

0.605 

2.54 

0.84 !IJ 
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failed to demonstrate a significant effect for the 

therapists' expectations (Table 7) •· 

Based on the results of these analyses of variance, the 

· fourth hypothesis was rejected. Only two of these ~.NOVA' s 

produced significant results. The therapists' eye contact 

and body orientation were both significantly affected by the 

role presented by the confederate client. In addition to 

being significantly affected by the role presented by the 

confederate client, the therapists' body orientation was 

significantly affected by the interaction between the 

therapists' expectations and the role presented by the 

confederate client. This result may be due to 

e:.:periment-wise error since it was not supported by the 

2 X 2 NANOVA (Table 2). 

In summary, the results of this investigation indicated 

that the therapists were significantly more positive toward 

the confederate client when she was presenting the neurotic 

depression role than when · she was presenting the normal 

grief role. Further, this investigation indicated that only 

two of the therapists' nonverbal behaviors, eye contact _ and 

body orientation, were significantly effected by the role 

presented by the confederate client. Finally, these results 

failed to demonstrate a significunt . effect for either the 

therapists' expectations or the interaction between the 



Table 7 
ANOVA Sumnary Table 
for Body Orientation 

Source of Sum .of Mean 
Variation Squares df Square F 

Confederate 
* Client's Role 1837.00 l · 1837 .00 6.97 

Therapists' 
Expectations . 1093.50 l 1093.50 4.15 

Role by 
* Expectations 1261.50 l 1261. 5 4.79 

Within 5267.33 20 263.37 

Total 9459.83 23 411.30 

* .E: S,.. 05 

61 
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therapists' expectations and the role presented by the . 

confederate client. 



CH.APTER 4 

DI'SCUSSION 

The purpose of the present chapter is to discuss the 

findings of the current investigation in light of previous 

investigations concerned with the problem of· participant 

egpectations in the therapeu�ic setting. Previous 

investigations have e},arnined the effects of the therapists'. 

expectations, the client's expectations and the interaction 

between the expectations of these - participants on the 

outcome of psychotherapeutic treatment (Wil}�ins, 1973). 

The client's e�cpectancy traits, those attitudes which a 

client brings into the therapeutic setting, have produced 

varying results. Approximately· 67 percent of the 

investigations \•1hich have dealt ,-.,ith this topic indicated 

that the clients' expectancy traits were significantly 

related with treatment duration and symptom reduction 

(Friedman, 1960; Goldstein, 1960b, Goldstein & Shipman, 
'l 

1961; Lipkin, 1954) • However, Brady, et al., - (196 0) and 

Goldstein ( 1960a) were unable to demonstrate similar 

relationships between the clients' expectancy traits and the 

outcome of the psychotherapeutic process. 

The clients' expectancy states, those expectations held 
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by the client which were manipulated by the investigator, 

have also produced varying results. Approximately 57 

percent of the investigations which dealt with the clients' 

expectancy states reported significant results (Krause, et 

al • , 196 9 ; Marci a, et a 1. ,. 1 96 9; M cG ly n n, et al • , · 19 6 9 ; 

HcGlynn, et al., 1~71). The remaining 43 percent · of these 

investigations failed to demonstrate a ·:· signif_icant 

relationship between the clients' expectancy states and 

either the duration of treatment or symptom . reduction 

(Grosz, 1968; McGlynn & Mapp, 1970; McGlynn & W'illiams, 

197 0) • 

Nilkins (1973) proposed a possible explanation for the 

divergent results of these investigations. Aftei conducting 

an e~:tensive survey of the literature on participant 

e}:pectations, he concluded that it was the therapists' 

expectations which controll~d the psychotherapeutic outcome. 

He found that of all the investigations which he surveyed, 

the only ones which demonstrated significant client 

expectancy effects were those in which the . therapist was 

aware of the clients' expectations. Those which failed to 

denonstrate an expectancy effect for the 

incorporated experimentally blind therapists. 

(1973) conclusions supported those conclusions 

clients 

I'1il kins• 

drawn bv 
.J. 

Goldstein (1962) who claimed that expectations of patient 
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improvement held by the therapist were more influential than 

those e~pectations held by the client. 

Investigations concerned '1Tith · therapists' expectation 

have supported the conclusions dra·wn by Goldstein . ( 196 2) and 

t~Jillcins ( 1973) • These investigations have either assessed 

the therapists' expectations or manipulated the therapists' 

expectations. Wilkins (1973) referred to the assessed 

therapists' expectations as expectancy traits, and 

manipulated therapists' expectations as expectancy states. 

The results of these investigations have indicated a 

significant relationship between the therapists' 

expectations and the duration of treatment ana symptom 

reduction (Bishop, et al., . 1975; Goldstein, 1960a; Martin & 

Sterne, 1975; Saltzman, et al., 1976). 

The results of these previous investigations indicated 

that the expectations held by the therapists were more 

influential than those expectations held by the client. 

However, only the investigation conducted by Strupp (1958) 

examined the effect of the therapists' expectations on their 

behavior during the counseling interview. He found that 

therapists with favorable prognoses were more likely to 

accept the client's focus without attempting to change it. 

Therapists with a noncommittal prognosis showed more 

initiative in their communication and more warm responses. 
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Therapists ,11ith a poor prognosis gave more than four times 

as many "cold" responses as those therapists who considerea 

the prognosis favorable. 

Though Strupp (1958) demonstrated the significant 

effect of therapists• expectations on their verbal behavior, 

other investigators have indicated that the verbal component 

contributes only 7 percent to the perceived message 

(Mehrabian & Ferris, 1967; Mehrabian & Wiener, 1967). 

r-iehrabian and Ferris (1967) proposed a linear relationship 

between the verbal, vocal and nonverbal components of a 

message with the nonverbal component exerting the most 

influence. They indicated that the nonverbal channel of the 

communication was almost 8 times more influential than the 

verbal channel (Mehrabian & Ferris, 1967). 

Other investigators have e:camined the effect .of the 

communicator's attitude toward an addressee on the 

perception of an intended message (Haase & Tepper, 1972; 

Karger, 197 4) • These investigators have found that the 

communicator's eye contact, seated distance, trunk lean, and 

body orientation were significantly affected by the 

communicator's attitude toward the addressee. Further, 

these have been related to the perception of verbal empathy 

(Haase & Tepper, 1972). · Finallyi D'Augelli (1974) and Fretz 

(1966) have shown that the communicator's frequency of 
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smiling was - related with the addressee's . perception of 

either warmth or initial acceptance. 

Though previous investigators have indicated · . a 

significant relationship between the therapists' 

expectations and the outcome of the therapeutic process, 

they have not indicated how the therapists communicate their 

expectations to the client. Strupp (1958) demonstrated a 

significant relationship between the therapists' prognoses 

and their verbal beha\tior. However, Mehrabian and Ferris 

(1967) and Mehrabian and Wiener (1967) indicated that the 

verbal component of a message was the weakest channel of an 

intended message. The strongest COQponent of the intended 

message was the nonverbal channel (Mehrabian & Ferris, 1967; 

Mehrabian & Wiener, 1967). 

The present investigation sought to extend those 

findings which were concerned with the effect of the 

therapists' expectations on the outcome of psychotherapeutic 

treatment. In an attempt to examine how the therapists 

communicated their expectations to the client, those 

investigations which were concerned with the communication 

and perception of an intended message were incorporated. 

Based on these previous investigations the process through 

uhich the therapists' expectations affected the clients' 

behavior was assumed to be nonverbal communication. 
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As detailed . in . the procedure section, the therapists 

were led to believe that they were conducting an initial 

counseling session with a woman experiencing either neurotic 

depression or normal grief. The confederate client 
I 

portrayed both the neurotic depression and normal grief 

roles · which were based on the death of her infant son. 

During this interview, the therapists and confederate client 

were video taped. Later, the therapist's nonverbal behavior 

was assessed by three judges using· an observational behavior 

inventory. 

investigation. 

Four hypotheses were proposed by this 

The first hypothesis stated that the 

therapists would not reinforce or punish the statements of 

the confederate client on the basis of the therapists' 

expectations. The second hypothesis stated that · the roles

presented by the confederate client would.not differentially 

affect the therapists' nonverbal behaviors. The third 

hypothesis stated that the interaction between the 

therapists' expectations and the role presented by the 

confederate client would be significant. If the third 

hypothesis were supported, it would indicate that the 

therapists reinforced those statements by the confederate 

client which supported the therapists' expectations and 

punished those statements which did not support the 

therapists'. eJ:pectations. The fourth hypothesis stated that 
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the therapists' nonverbal behaviors _ would . not be 

differe~tially _ affected by either .. the therapists• 

e:{pectations, the role presented by the confederate client, 

or the interaction between these variables. 

Therapists' Expectations 

The first hypothesis stated that the therapists would 

not differentially reinforce or punish the confederate 

client's statements on the basis of- their · expectations of 

neurotic depression or - normal grief. This hypothesis was 

accepted. 

significant 

The results indicated that there were no 

differences between those . therapists who 

expected the client to be neurotically depressed and those 

who e,:pected normal grief, based on the therapists' 

nonverbal behavior. 

Previous investigations had demonstrated a relationship 
. 

between the therapists' expectations and the outcome of the 

therapeutic process. However, these investigations had 

ignored the process itself, with the exception of Strupp 

( 1958) • The present investigation focused on the process 

and assumed that it was the interactive nature of 

psychother_apy which allowed for the transmission of the 

therapi_sts' expectations. · Therefore, it was hypothesized 

that the e}:pectations held by the therapists prior to the _ 

interview would not affect their nonverbal behavior. 
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Another factor expected to prevent the main effect for the 

therapists' e:-cpectations from achieving significance was the 

research design itself. This design was based on a 

congruence - incongruence paradigm which predicted that the 

therapists' nonverbal behavior would be positive in the 

congruent setting and '. negative in the incongruent setting. 

Thus the summation of the cell means was expected to yield 

the same value for the marginal sum regardless of the role 

presented by the confederate client. The ref ore, the 

research design was expected to nullify any expectancy 

effects which might have surfaced. Finally, · failure . 
in 

demonstrating a significant main effect for the therapists' 

expectations indicated the absence of initial bias toward 

either the client experiencing neurotic depression or normal 

grief. 

Role Presented by tbe Confederate Client 

The second hypothesis stated that the role presented by 

the confederate client would not differentially affect the 

nonverbal behavior of the therapists. This hypothesis was 

rejected. The results of this investigation indicated that 

the therapists' nonverbal behaviors were significantly more 

positive when the confederate client was presenting the 

neurotic depression scenario. Based on earlier reports by 

Goldstein -(1960 a&b; 1962), Martin and Sterne (1975), and 
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Wilkins (1973) this outcome was unexpected. According ·to 
-

these investigators · the client• s e}~pectations were not 

1 J- ... re ac..ea to the . outcome of the therapeutic process. As 

stated previously, the investigations conducted on the 

participant's expectations have not 

therapeutic process, but with its outcome. 

dealt with the 

The research · 

design was also eJ~pected to nullify any significant effects 

for the confederate client's roles. The reasons for the 

expected nullification of. the confederate client's presented 

role were the same as those reasons cited for the expected 

nullification of the therapists' expectancy effects. 

However, since this hypothesis was rejected, it indicates 

that the client did significantly influence the therapists' 

behavior. 

Therapists' Expectations and the Role Presented b~ the 
confederate Client · 

The third hypothesis stated that the interaction 

between the therapists' expectations and the role presented 

by the confederate client would be significant. This 

hypothesis was rejected. Based on the investigation by 

Graves and Robinson (1976), it was proposed that the 

therapists' nonverbal behaviors would be positive when 

confronted with statements by the confederate client which 

supported · their expectations and negative · when those 
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statements were incongruent with those expectations. Graves 

and Robinson (1976} demonstrated significant differences in 

seated distance between individuals resulting f ron congruent 

and incongruent verbal and nonverbal• messages. However, 

their results were not supported . by the results of this 

hypothesis. Rather, this investigation indicated that the 

therapist's behavior was influenced by the role presented by 

the confederate client and not by the congruence or 

incongruence between the therapist• ·s e:,tpectations and the 

client's presented role. 

Nonverbal Target Behaviors 

The fourth hypothesis stated that the therapists' 

nonverbal behaviors would not be differentially affected by 

either the therapists' expectations, the role presented by 

the confederate client, or the interaction between these 

variables. This hypothesis was rejected. A series of 

univariate analyses of variance tests were performed, one 

for each of the therapists' nonverbal behaviors. The 

results of these analyses indicated that the therapists' eye 

contact and body orientation were significantly affected by 

the role presented by the confederate client. The 

therapists' smiling, seated distance, and trunk lean were 

not significantly affected by either the therapists' 

expectations, the confederate client's role, or the 
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interaction between these variables. 

Nhile only the variable of seated distance has been 

investigated in a congruent - incongruent paradigra (Graves & 

Robinson, 1976), the other nonverbal target behaviors were 

hypothesized to react in a similar manner, rather than to 

function independently. However, the results of this 

hypothesis support the findings of Haase and Tepper (1972) 

and Kelly (1972) who indicated that the communicator's- eye 

contact was the most powerful predictor · of empathic 

communication to the addressee and an indicator· of 

preferential attituae, respectively. Similar findings for 

the communicator's body orientation have been reported 

(Karger, 1974;. Kelly, 1972). Karger reported that the 

direct orientation of the communicator was perceived as more 

empathic than the rotated position. Kelly (1972) reported a 

positive correlation between the communicator's orientation 

and his/her positive attitude toward the addressee. 

The results of this _ investigation indicate that the 

therapists were more influenced by the role presented by the 

confederate client than the material which they were 

presented prior to the counseling interview. The results 

further indicated that the therapists' nonverbal behaviors 

uere not incorporated as a unit, but rather on an individual 

basis. Specifically, the therapists responded to the 
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confederate client's role of neurotic depression with 

increased eye contact and a more direct body orientation. 

These results may have been caused· by: the failure of the 

materials presented to the therapists prior to the 

counseling interview to bias their expectations, the 

therapists' reliance on personal observations rather than 

preconceived expectations, or the solicitation of more 

positive attitudes from the therapists during the 

confederate client's presentation of her neurotic depression 

scenario. These results indicated that therapists tend to 

behave more positively, at least with their eye contact and 

body orientation, toward a client who appears more helpless 

than a client who is more able to help herself. Part of the 

confederate client's role of neurotic depression was to 

appear despondent during the counseling interview. 

IMPLICATIOUS FOR TRAINING 

The role presented by the confederate client was the 

only factor in the present investigation which demonstrated 

a significant effect on the therapists' nonverbal behavior. 

This factor indicated that the therapists were significantly 

more positive toward the client when she presented herself 

as experiencing neurotic depression. This result implies 

that the therapists physically attended more closely to the 
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client who demonstrated the least ability to care for 

herself. The importance of this finding lies in whether the 

therapists were aware or unaware of their reactions to the 

client. If the therapists were aware of their nonverbal 

behavior and that behavior was intentional then there is no 

need for further discussion. However, if the therapists 

were unaware of their behavior then this . finding has 

implication for the training of therapists. During a 

therapist's training he/she is taught various techniques and 

theories for dealing with a client's maladaptive behavior. 

However, therapists are rarely informed of the impact that a 

client's behavior has on the therapist. Since the present 

investigation has demonstrated the significant effect of the 

client's nonverbal behavior during the therapeutic process, 

it seems appropriate to incorporate into the therapists' 

training the role of the client and how that role affects 

the therapists' nonverbal behavior. 

The second implication of the current findings involves 

the therapists' limitations and expectations. When the 

therapists encountered the client demonstrating neurotic 

depression they may have characterized the client's behavior 

and immediately formed their own set of expectations at that 

time. Once their expectations were formed the therapists 

might have attended to those statements and nonverbal 
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behaviors which supported their expectations. This process 

would account for the current findings. However, · the 

results indicate that the therapists' nonverbal behavior was 

significantly more positive when the client presented the 

neurotic depression scenario than when she presented the 

scenario for normal grief •. The therapists' expectations 

concerning a client's need for help may account for this 

difference. The therapists who encountered the client when 

she was presenting the normal grief scenario may have 

conceptualized her as a relatively healthy person who needed 

little help, while those therapists who encountered the 

client when she was presenting the . neurotic depression 

scenario may have thought extensive intervention was 

necessary. If this process is accurate then the therapists' 

perceptions of the client's problem and their expectations 

concerning the client's level of need would be controlling 

the therapists' nonverbal behavior. This would imply that 

therapists need to be aware of how · their expectations 

concerning a client are formed and the effect the 

therapists' e>:pecta ti ons have o~ their own behavior. 

In summary, the results of the present investigation 

indicate that the presenting behavior of the client affects 

the behavior of the therapist by altering the therapist's 

expectations concerning the client's need for help. Thus 
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the results of the present investigation indicated that 

therapi~ts need to be aware of the impact of the client's 

behavior on their expectations and . the effect of their 

expectation on their own nonverbal behavior. 



CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

·rnterest .in participant expectations and the effect of 

these expectations upon the outcome of the psychotherapeutic 

process was begun by Rosenthal and Frank in 1956. Noting 

the relative effectiveness of "placebo treatment" in rnedical

research, the hypothesis was proposed that since the 

effectiveness of the "placebo groups" could not be 

attributed to a chemical agent it must be due to some 

internal action on the part of the patient. Further, if 

this were the case, Rosenthal and Frank (1956) prpposed that 

the "placebo effect" might account for some of the efficacy 

of psychotherapy. Following Rosenthal and Frank's original 

article, Cartwright and Cartwright (1958) proposed that the 

"placebo effect" should be divided into four types of 

beliefs: the belief that certain effects will result, the 

belief in the therapist as a source of help, the belief in 

the techniques or procedures as a source of help, and the 

belief in therapy as the source of help with the specific 

source of help unspecified. According to Cartwright and 

Cartwright only the last belief sh.ould have both a strong 

positive relationship with the outcome and be predictive of 

78 
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the psychotherapeutic outcome. 

Foilowing the suggestions of Cartwright . and '. Cartwright 

(1958), investigations began in _three areas: therapist's 

expectations, client's expectations, and the combination of 

the therapist's and the client's · expectations. . Two 

approaches were incorporated- in the - investigation of the 

client's expectations: (a) the clients•· expectations were 

assessed prior to treatment, referred ·to as "expectancy 

traits" (Wilkins, 1973) and (b) the clients' expectations 

were manipulated prior to treatment, referred . to as 

"eJcpectancy states" (Wilkins, 1973) • 

Regardless of which paradigm was utilized, the results 

of the investigations were misleading. Approximately 50% of 

those studies concerned with the effect of . the client's 

expectations failed to demonstrate significant results. 

However, in 1973, Wilkins was able to interpret these 

results. He conducted a critical analysi_s of the · previous 

research on client expectations and . reported that only when 

the therapists were aware of the clients' expectations were 

the investigators able to demonstrate a significant effect 

for the clients' expe eta tion·s. He, therefore, concluded 

that the client's improvement might be more a function of 

the therapists' expectations rather than those expectations 

held by the client hi_mself/herself (Wilkins, 197 3) • This 
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report provided support for an earlier investigation by 

Goldstein (1962) who reported that the· •· therapists' 

ezpectations concerning a patient's improvement had a more 

potent influence upon ' the outcome thari the . patient' 's 

expectations. 

Other investigations have examined ' the role of the 

therapists 

studies 

in the · therapeutic• 

concentrating on the 

relationship. 
. . 

Like the 

clients• · role, these 

investigations have utilized : either of two paradigms. The 

first paradigm manipulated .. the therapists' prognoses -prior 

to the counseling session. The second : paradigm correlated 

the therapists• actual prognoses. wi~h: various other factors. 

Goldstein (1960a), Martin and 1 Sterne (1975), and Saltzman, 

et al., (1976) have investigated: the. rela~ionship between 

the therapists' . expectations_ and . the outcome of the 

therapeutic process. The results of. these i ,nvestigations 

indicated that the •· therapists' 
; 

expectations were 

significantly related to the actual duration of treatment 

and the overall outcome of therapy. Sal.tzman, et al., 
•' 

(1976) conducted a multifactor investigation which isolated 

several significant . th~rapists' . variables. However, these 

authors failed to demonstrate a significant · relationship 

between the therapists' . expectatio~s and the duration of 

treatment. Finally, Strupp (1958) indicated significantly 



different . verbal · behavior . on the _ part of the - therapist · 

depending upon their favorable or unfavorable ·prognoses. 

Previous investigations have · indicated that the 

therapists' expectations concerning the outcome of treatment 

were significantly correlated· with both the degree of -

symptom reduction and ·. the duration of treatment. However, 

with the exception• of -Strupp (,1958) , . these investigations 
. . . 

have not indicated the process through which . the therapists' 

expectations influenced _ .. the .· client. The literature on 

communication was . consequently consulted. Review of this 

information revealed that the verbal channel contributed 

only 7 ._ percent of the meaning to a received message. The 

nonverbal channel ·· contributed 55 _- percent -.· (Mehrabian _ & 

Ferris, 1967) • Based , on this review, the hypothesis was 

entertained that the therapists' nonverbal behavior was the 

major channel through which they _ influenced the client. 

Five nonverbal behaviorsw~re investigated, . the therapist's 

smiling, eye contact, trunk _ lean,_ seated ; distan~e, and body · 

orientation. With the exception of the communicator's 

smiling behavior, . these nonverbal behaviors have been shown 
, . . : ·, . \. 

to indicate the communicator's attitude (Kelly, 1972; 

Mehrabian, 1968, 1_970; Mehrabian& ~lilliams, 1969) and to 

affect ~he percepti~n of verbal ernpa thy (Haase & Tepper, 

1972; Karger, 197 4). Further, seated distance has been 
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shown to be affected by the level of congruence between the 

verbal and nonverbal components of a message (Graves & 

Robinson, 1976). 

Based on the investigations concerned with participant 

expectations and those concerned with verbal and nonverbal 

communication, the present investigation hypothesized that 

the therapists would communicate their expectations 

nonverbally to ·the client following a reinforcement -

punishment paradigm. The central- hypothesis proposed that 

it was the effect of the interaction between the therapists' · 

expectations and the client's role which produced the 

expectancy effects which were observed in the earlier 

investigations. It was suspected that the therapists would . 

nonverbally reinforce the individual statements by the 

client which supported _ their expectations. 

The first hypothesis was concerned with the initial 

expectations of the therapists. It was believed that these 

initial expectations would not differentially affect the 

therapists' nonverbal behavior, but would bias their 

expectations concerning the client's presenting problem. 

This hypothesis was accepted. This finding indicated that 

the therapists entered the counseling session favoring 

neither the client experiencing normal grief or neurotic 

depression. While previous investigations have indicated 
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the salience of the - therapists• expectations, · the 

implication of this hypothesis was that · this effect was · not 

automatic •. Since previous investigations have · demonstrated 

the effect of therapists' expectations, it is more 

productive at this point to determine the factors which 

account for this effectiveness and how these expectations 

were communicated. -

The second, hypothesis was concerned with the effect of 

the client's behavior and· her presented role on the behavior 

of the therapists. It was believed that . the client's 

behavior would not have- a direct effect on the therapists. 

This hypothesis was rejected. The rejection of this 

hypothesis · indicated that the therapists were significantly 

affected : by the client's presenting -. behavior. The 

therapists' nonverbal behaviors were significantly more 
. 

positive (rein~orcing) when the confederate client presented 

the neurotic depression scenario than when she presented the 

scenario for normal grief. The results of this hypothesis 

indicated - that the therapists' were more greatly influenced 

by the face to face contact with the client than the 

material presented to them prior to the counseling session. 

There are three possible explanations for this observed 

outcome: (a) the failure of the materials presented to the 

therapists prior to the counseling interview to bias their 
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expectations, {b) the therapists•- reliance on personal 

observations rather than preconceived expectations, and (c) 

the solicitation of a more positive attitude from the · 

therapists during the confederate cliant's pr~sentation of 

her neurotic depression scenario. Regardless of the reason,. 

this hypothesis indicated that the client's behavior 

significantly affected the therapists' nonverbal behavior. 

The third hypothesis was the major hypothesis of this 

investigation. According to this hypothesis it was believed 

that the effect of the therapists' expectations was the 

result of the interaction between the therapists and the 

client. This hypothesis was rejected. The same explanations 

for the significant effect of the confederate client's role 

apply to the insignificance of the interaction between the 

therapists' expectations and the confederate client's role. 

First, the therapists' expectations may not have been biased 

initially. Second, the therapists may have relied on 

personal observation. Third, the confederate client may 

have elicited the therapists' po si ti ve nonverbal behavior 

during the presentation of her neurotic depression scenario. 

The fourth hypothesis was concerned with the 

relationship between the therapists' five nonverbal 

behaviors: smiling, eye contact, seated distance, trunk 

lean, and body orientation. According to this hypothesis, 
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these behaviors wotild function in a unitary manner. It was 

believed that under any condition, they would all either be 

positive (reinforcing) or negative (punishing). This 

hypothesis was rejected. The indication was that the 

therapists' eye contact and body orientation were 

significantly affected by the confederate client• s role. 

Their smiling, seated distance,- and trunk lean were not 

affected. The therapists' smiling behavior occurred so 

infrequently that it•· was assumed to have · been an 

inappropriate behavior for the present circumstances. The 

therapists' seated· distance and trunk lean, ·on the average 

were positive. This would indicate that they were 

incorporated during the counseling session, but not for the 

purpose of communicating the therapists' expectations. 

Rather, they indicate something more like positive regard or 

acceptance, since they were positive under all conditions. 

Implication for Future Research 

This investigation has attempted to demonstrate one 

channel through which therapists might communicate their 

expectations· to the client. Though neither the therapists' 

expectations nor the interaction between the therapists' 

expectations and the role presented by the confederate 

client significantly affected the therapists' nonverbal 

behaviors, this area deserves further examination. Previous 
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investigators have demonstrated the ef·fect of therapists' 

expectations on the duration of treatment and symptom 

reduction. However, they h~ve not indicated the process 

through which · these . expectations exert thei"r influence. The 

result of these investigations suggested two areas for 

future research. First, the type of information that 

affects the therapists• expectations~ Second, the process 

through which the therapists communicate their expectations 

and differentially affect the client's behavior. Finally, 

the present investigation suggests that the effect of the 

client's nonverbal behavior on the nonverbal behavior of the 

therapist~ deserves future investigation. 

The types of information which may influence the 

therapists' expectations may be from test data, social 

histories, professional opinion, or personal observation. To 

the extent that each of these sources contributes to the 

therapists' knowledge concerning the client, they also 

affect the therapists' expectations for that client. 

Therefore, it is important for future investigations to 

determine to what extent therapists are influenced by these 

different sources of information and . the effect of different 

combinations of these sources. 

Combining the areas concerned with the communication of 

the therapists' expectations to the client and the effect of 
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the client's nonverbal behavior on · the · therapist, the 

behavioral interaction between the participants emerges as 

an area for future · research. Previous investigations have 

shown that the therapist's expectations were related to the 

client's improvement •. · However, the present irtvestigation 

indicated that the therapist's behavior was a function of 

the client's behavior. These seemingly incompatible results 

may be viewed from an interactional view, especially if the 

biasing procedures in the· . present study were inadequate. 

The interactional view would predict that the participants' 

behavior would be a function of their contact with each 

other and on their own personal histories which they would 

bring into the therapeutic setting. 

In summary, there are three areas which deserve future 

investigation. First, the type of information that affects 
-

therapists' expectations. Second, the process that accounts 

for the relationship between the therapists' expectations 

and the client's level of improvement. T.hird, the behaviors 

of the client that affect the therapists' ·nonverbal 

behavior. 
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APPENDIX A 

• 

Judges Rating Form 
Code. __ _ Tape# __ _ Rater# ___ _ 

Taraet Behavior.,* -STATS:::MENTS A 8 C n ~ 

l. 

2 

3 -· ~--- .. ---·--·-··- · .... . . -- ·- .. 
~ 

~ 
' 

" 
7 

8 

9 

10 

1 1 

1? 

1 '1 

14 -- - ---------
].S 

]6 
17 

1R 

1Q 

?n - . 

··Target Behaviors 
A. Smiling B. Eye Contact C. Seated Distance D. Trunk Lean 

E. Body Orientation 
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APPENDIX B 

CONFEDERATE CLIENT'S CONFIDENTIAL FOLDERS 

social Hjstory;Norrnal Grief 

Mrs. Wright_ was born on Jan. 19, 1953 in Dallas, Texas. 

She was the oldest of thre·e children, herself and two 

younger brothers._ - The lived in North Dallas where she grew 

up and went to school. Her mother was a housewife and her 

father owned a construction company. She· recalls that her 

family was close. On, weekends, they usually went to Lake 

Texhoma where they had a cabin. They would_ take their 

friends and go fishing or skiing.· There never seemed to be 

any· problems and when there were they usually were talked 

out before they became serious. 

When Mrs. Wright was a senior in high school, she was 

introduced to John Wright by her mother • .  At first she was 

apprehensive about him, but soon they were going steady. 

She and John dated.through. the summer and returned to school 

together in the fall. After dating for two years, they 

decided to get married. 

They were married 

bedroom apartment in the 

school. _ During the 

in mid-August and moved into a one 

town where· they were going to 

next two years, they both worked on 

· 90
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their marital relationship. John finished his degree a year 

after they were married and started his career. A year later 

Mrs. Wright finished her degree. While they �oth were in 

school, they learned to depend on one another and their 

friends for entertainment. . They would have get togethers or 

go to the lake. 

After she finished Schoo1 and started her career, they 

moved into a larger apartment and decided to have · a baby. 

She had a physical examination. The doctor told her she was 

in perfect heal th and that her pregnancy should be normal. 

Her pregnancy was normal and when the baby was born, he was 

apparently in excellent health. 

Just over six weeks ago Mrs. Wright was working in the 

kitchen, while the baby was taking a nap. She went into 

check on him, and finding him unconscious tried artificial 

respiration. This failed to revive the child. She called an 

ambulance, but by the time they arrived at the hospital her 

son was dead. Since that time she has suffered f rorn a loss 

of appetite and a subsequent loss of 15 pounds. 



To \•Jhom it may concern: 

Mrs. vlright came into my off ice approximately a week ago. 

She had lost 15 pounds during the last six weeks. During 

this ·interview her . husband inforrnedme · that . they had lost 

their son at about the same time that Mrs. Wright had 

started losing weight. I conducted a comprehensive physical 

examination finding no physical basis for her . weight loss. 

I then administered the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality 

Inventory. Mrs. Wright's profile has the second and seventh 

scales elevated; though not to a significant level. 

Based on my physical examination, the resu.i ts of the 

MMPI, and the time of onset; it is my opinion that Mrs. 

Wright is suffering from the loss of her son and that she 

would benefit from short term counseling. 

Sincerely, 

. C.R. Johnson, M.D. 
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Social History:Neurotic Depression 

Mr~. Wright was born on Jan~ 19, 1953 in Dallas, T~xas. 

She was the oldest of three children, herself and two 

younger brothers. They lived in the affluent section of 

North Dallas. She recalls her mother as a very submissive 

woman; she seemed to always be afraid of something. Mrs. 

Wright knew her mother · had wanted to go to college, but she 

had become pregnant and Mrs. Wright's father had insisted on 

her remaining home with ·the children. Continuing,_ Mrs. 

lvright said there had always been problems between her 

mother and father. Her father was a very dynamic man who 

was capable of doing nearly anything. She reported that she 

admired him more than any other man that she had ever known, 

but that she had never been able to please him. She tried 

various ways to please him, but he always wanted more and 

criticized her severely. Frequently, she was grounded for a 

month or more for failing to do something he had expected. 

When she was a senior in high school, she met John 

Wright. He was six years older than her; presenting himself 

as mature, kind, and intelligent. They dated for 

approximately a month before they decided to marry. When 

she told her parents of her plans to marry John, her father 

became furious. He told her that John was much too old for 

her, and that she was too young and immature to even realize 
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what marriage meant. Mrs. Wright vividly recalls the fight 

.that followed. She told her father that he had always 

criticized her and she was going to marry John - regardless of 

what he said. Her father then told her not to come to him 

when her marriage collapsed. - That was the last . time she 

ever spoke to him, he died -nearly a year later in a traffic 

accident •. 

She and John were married a month later against her 

father's approval. The first year . of their marriage was 

difficult. John . frequently complained that . she was too 

dependent on him and jealous of his friends. He told her 

that she was too uptight and i possessive, and that he was 

ashamed to take her anywhere. During this year, Mrs. \vright 

frequently felt nauseated and . exhausted, especially after 

she and John had fought. Often she wished she had listened 

to her father and had not married John, but she was 

determined to have a successful _ marriage. Mrs. Wright 

decided to have a baby; something she and John could share. 
'' . 

Initially, John was very excited and supportive of her, but 

as her pregnancy progressed she became more and more 

apprehensiv~ and pressed Joh~. continually for assurance that 

he loved her. The more she pressed the farther he withdrew. 
. ' . 

This pattern continued until the baby was born; then 

every~hing _seemed to be all ri.ght. • · 
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The Wright's had a baby boy who was apparently in 

e1:cellent health; however, when ·he was just over a month old· 

he died of Crib Death. Though the doctors explained that 

there was no way her son could have been saved, Mrs. vlright · 

blamed herself for his death. 

During the last three years, since her son's death, 

Mrs. Wright has had various physicai illnesses accompanied 

by depression. She feels angry at· John for no apparent 

reason, and thinks he blames her for the death of their son. 

She said that she dreams of John leaving her, and when she 

turns around she sees her father who says, "I told you not 

to marry him". Presently, Mrs. Wright reports little 

interest in outside activities and that she has difficulty 

in performing her household duties.· 



To t·lhom it may concern: 

I have been seeing Mrs. Wright for approximately three 

years. During that time she has suffered from· · numerous 

physical· complaints •. . - Following her most recent visit, I

administered 

Inventory. 

the Min.nesota }1ul ti phasi c Personality 

On the second and seventh scales her scores 

exceeded the 70th percentile indicating neurosis. Since she 

can not afford a private psychologist,· I. have 

arrangements for her to see you� 

made 

Based on my physical examination, - the results of the 

t•IMPI, a11d h�r social history it is my. opinion_ that what Mrs. 

Wright's suffering revolves around her father and husband, 

with the triggering device being the death of her son. 

Sincerely, 

C.R. Johnson, M.D.
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APPENDIX- C 

Normal Grief statements 

1. The reason - I came to · see you ' is that my husband took me 

to see the doctor and he thought I shquld see a . counselor. : 

2. My son died about two months ago and . I · just haven't felt · 

right. Since his death,_ I have · lost nearly· 15 pounds • . 

3. He died ·of "crib death"; . I went •·into his room to . check on 

him one afternoon, but he wasn't moving. 

4. I thought he was just asleep! . · ·r . tried · artificial 

respiration, but he died - before: we got · to the . hospital. 

5. John met me at the hospital ~nd .. I told him that our son 

had died. 

6. He tried to comfort me, but nothing . helped. All I could 

think about was my son. 
. 

7. During the funeral, I couldn 1:t believe . he was dead; I 

kept waiting for him to wake-up. 

8. After the funeral, I went into, th~ baby' .s room. I looked 

at his crib and thought about h~w much I loved him. 

could do was stare at the crib and cry~ 
', .~ 

Al_l I 

9. After the funeral, it was like I had lost my only reason 

for l _iving, I wasn' .t interested in anything. 

10. During the day, I felt weak and , tired, but at night I 

couldn't sleep. 
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11. Once John found me in our son's room crying. 

12. No matter what I tried, I couldn't stop seeing my ~on • in 

his crib, dead. 

13. Finally, I decided to go back to work; thinking that 

would help keep my mind off my son's death. • 

14. The people in the office tried to help, but you could 

tell they didn • t really understand. 

15. I was doing pretty good until I saw an article in the 

Ft. Worth paper on Crib Death. It said crib death occurred 

when the child wasn't being watched, and 1 artificial 

respiration could revive the child. 

16. I watched him as close as anyone could . have, but I 

couldn't watch him 24 hours a day, could I? . 

17. I just kept ·thinking about that article and my son. 

18. After about six weeks, John and I started seeing our 

friends again. 

19. I was working and taking care of the house. Our lives 

were more like they were before our son was born. 

20. I · seemed to be getting over my son's death, but \qhen I 

see a baby I still become sad. 



Neurotic Depression· statements 

1. Dr. Johnson · told me counseling might help. 

2. I never have any energy; I'm always tired and I've lost 

nearly 20 pounds. 

3. He's run test after test,.· and says there is nothing 

wrong, but something is wrong. 

4. Ever since the baby died, I haven't been able to do 

anything. 

s. I use to go to women's meetings, but I quit • . · The other 

women were nice, but they didn ' ·t care about me. 

6. Nobody cares, I can't blame -them; I don't even care. 

7. The baby was the only one that cared or needed me and I 

let him die. 

8. When I was pregnant, I knew I couldn't be a good mother, 

but I didn't think I would let him die. 

9. The doctor told me it wasn't my fault, but he was just 

trying to make me feel better. 

10. If only I had gone into his room a few minutes sooner; I 

never do anything right, and now he's dead. 

11 .• Even when I was a kid, I couldn't do anything right. 

Everyone made fun of me because I was stupid. 

12.I tried, but I couldn't do anything right. Even my 

father told me how stupid I was. 
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13.- When J~hn and I were married he told me : I was to" 

immature · and that John was not right for me; I · wish - I had 

listened. 

14. John doesn't l"ove me; I don't think he ever really loved -· 

me. 

15. I can't do anything to please him , either. _ 

16. He complained about me not having. any friends of my own 

and being possessive of him; so I joined the woman's club. 

I couldn't stand - that .. bunch of bifches; they were never 

nasty to be, but the never accepted me either. 

17. I decided to have a baby; I thought that · would make 

John love me, but it didn't. 

18. Nobody loved me but the baby and now he's gone, not even · 

my father. 

19. I keep waking-up with the same nightmare, · "John is 

leaving me, and my father is ·saying I told you not too m.arry 

him". 

20. Daddy never cared, he never listened. All 

was tell me how stupid and immature I was. 

just told me he cared. 

I . 

he ever did 

If only -he had 



APPENDIX D 

CONFEDERATE CLIENT 1·s SCENARIOS 

Normal Grief 

As the client, you have been referred to a counselor at 

Texas Woman's Univ er si ty · by Dr. Johnson. 

husband, John, could not . afford a counselor 

You and your 

private 

practice; therefore, Dr. Johnson referred - you to a free 

counseling service. John took you to the doctor about a 

week ago; you had not felt well for nearly: six weeks and you 

had lost over 15 pounds during that period. While you and 

John were at the doctor's office, John told him your 

symptoms started a few days after your son' -s death, . and he 

was sure most of your problems were caused , by the loss of 

your son. Dr. Johnson gave you a complete physical 

examination, and fail_ing to isolate any physical disorder 

referred you to Texas Woman's University for counseling. 

You were a senior in high school when you met John. He 

was a freshman at a nearby university home on spr_ing break. 

Your parents thought you would like each other so . they 

arranged for you to meet during his spring break. At first 

you were apprehensive, but after your first date you and 
' . 

John began seeing each other more and more often. You and 
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John dated through the summer and returned - to the university 

togethe~ in the fall. 

Two years later ·, you and John decided to get married, 

but since you were both' still in school ybu agreed not to 

have any children until after graduation and you were better .· 

established. Your parents were pleased with ~,our decision · 

to marry John and they agreed with your plans concerning 

school and children •. · 

You and John were m·arried in mid-August and moved into 

a nice one bedroom apartment in the . town · where you were 

going to school. After John graduated, he went, to work in 

the same city. During the .two . years you lived in this 

apartment, you went to school and John finished his degree 

and started his career. You both worked on developing your 

marital relationship. You made new friends and essentially 

settled into your new married life. Since you _ didn _' t have 

much money during this time, you depended on each other and 

your friends for most of your entertainment. Friends would 

come over, or you and , John would visit them • . Occasionally, 

you and John would take short trips out of town, but these 

were infrequent. 

At the end of . this two year period, you graduated and 

started your career. You and John decided to move into a 

larger apartment and you discussed children. Both of you 
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agreed to have a baby. You had a physical examination and 

the doctor said that your health was good and you should 

have no problems with your pregnancy. Your pregnancy was 

normal, and y·ou took a leave of absence in , your last month. 

Both of you eagerly awaited · the baby's arrival. tvhen he 

arrived, he was apparently in excellent health. You had 

your son at home for just over a -month when one day; . while 

you were working in the kitchen and he was taking a nap you 

went into his room to check on him. When you came into his 

room he didn't move. You went over to his crib and found 

him • unconscious; you tried artificial respiration, but 

failed to revive him. You called for an ambulance and then 

you called John. You told John briefly what was happening 

and to meet you at the hospital. After you arrived at the 

hospital, the doctors told you your. son had died on the way. 

When John arrived, the doctor had given you a sedative 

and you were sitting in the emer,gency waiting room. He came 

over and . held you while you told him of your son's death. 

The two of you made the funeral arra~gernents and called your 

parents. During the funeral you looked at your son in 

shocked disbelief. You just couldn't believe he was really 

dead. You kept waiting for him to wake-up, but he didn't. 

Foll.owing the funeral, everyone returned to their 

homes. ivhen you and John got back to your · apartment, you 
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went into your son's room and just· stared at his crib. For · 

the next few days you and John stayed· around your . apartment 

in a state of shock and depression. Neither of you felt 

like seeing your friends or doing anything •.. . You thought you 

might feel better · if · you went out, . but nothing seemed 

interesting. About a week after the funeral, . John returned 

to work, but you didn .• t feel you had the energy to do your 

job. Besides, you weren• ·t ready to face the other people in 

your office. During the . ne:ct week, you managed to do · the 

housework, though it took a great deal of effort and you 

weren't able to go into your son• s room. During the day, 

you felt weak and tired, but you had trouble sleeping at 

night. When you did sleep usually you dreamed about your 

son and his death. Often you would · wake~up thinking you 

heard him crying, and . once John found you crying in your 
. 

son's room in the middle of the night. When he found you, 

he held you and said you still had each other and someday 

you would have another baby. 

The next week you · started back to work. The other 

people . in your office tried to help, but you felt they 

didn't understand. You blamed yourself. and when you saw 

small children you remembered your son; he would probably be 

alive if you had watched him more closely. You thought if 

you had checked him five minutes sooner you would have been 
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able to save him. There was an article in th~ Ft. Worth 

paper which you read -that said, if the infant • 1S found in 

time "Crib Death" could be prevented by artificial 

respiration. Further it said infants that died of crib 

death were not being watched, but they were -found dead. 

When you first read the article you · became _ depressed for 

awhile; then you realized it would : have been impossible for 

you to have watched him . 24 hours a day. You still wondered 

if it would have made any difference if you had gone into 

his room sooner. 

After six weeks had passed, you were working and taking 

care of the housework as you had done before your son's 

death. You and John began going to see your friends and 

enjoying yourselves. You seemed to be getting over the 

death of your son; however, when you saw a small child you 

would become sad, and you still weren' ·t eating like you 

should. As a result you were losing weight and you went to 

see the doctor at your husbands request. 

Your Physical Appearance 
l'lhen you walk into the counseling room, . you are alert. 

You stand and sit erect with an open: posture. You maintain 

eye contact with the counselor an~ y~ur replies to questions 

are complete and spontaneous in a normal tone. t~lhen your 

son's death is mentioned you become sad, though you realize 
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you \'Tere not responsible for his death·. You have begun to 

accept his death a~ unfortunate, · but beyond: your control. 

You have begun to regain interest in · your family and 

friends. Lately, you have also become more interested in 

going out and participating · in different types of 

recreation • . 
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Neurotic Depression scenaciQ' 

As the client, you have been ref erred to a · counselor at 

Texas lvoman' s University by Dr. Johnson • . Since John, your · 

husband, told you that he wouldn't pay for you to see · a 

'shrink' and you were not working, Dr. Johnson referred you 

to a free counseling service. You have been . seeing Dr. 

Johnson for the past three years for various somatic 

complaints. The reason you, went · to see the doctor this time 

was because you had lost nearly 25 pounds in : the last . two 

months and that you did not have any energy • . . You thought 

that your lack of energy was due to not eating like you 

should, but you just weren't interested in eating anything. 

When you first started going to Dr. Johnson three years 

ago, John told him that the two of you had recently lost 

your son to crib death. Your major problem . at that time was 

mild depression and insomnia. You would wake-up during the 

night crying and thinking about your son. Since apparently 

there was nothing physically the matter with you, Dr. 

Johnson gave you a mild sedative to help you sleep and that 

was the end of your problems for awhile. However, . during 

the last three years, you have had five coraplete physical 

examinations for various complaints ana · you have been 

hospitalized once. Your complaints were lack of energy and 
' . ( -· 

severe headaches. The reason that you were hospitalized was 
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that you were having difficulty breathing with pains in your 

chest. 

You and John met when· you: were 18 years old and a·· 

senior in high school. John was six years your senior, but 

that didn't matter. You thought that you loved him, besides 

he seemed like a very stable and responsible· person who 

would provide for a wife and family. After you and John had 

been dating for one month,. when. you told your parents you 

and John. were going to ge·t married. Your father c:ri ticized 

you say 1.ng that you were too. young. and • 
.L. 

1 rnrna ... ur e •. He

emphasized that you had only known John for one month and 

that he was too old for you. Essentially, he told you that 

you just didn't know what you. were getting into; but since 

he had been telling you that you.were immature and. that you 

didn't know what you were doing most of your l,ife, you 

decided to marry John anyway. You and your father fought so 

over your marriage to John that the two of you were not able 

to speak to each other ever again. Abou� a year later, your 

father died before you could tell him that you felt he was 

right and that you wished that you, h�d listened to him.

The first year of . your marriage was difficult; John 

frequently complained that you were too dependent on him and 
. ' 

·. ' 

jealous of his friends. He told you that you were always so

uptight and possessive that he was ashamed to take you 

• 
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anywhere. During this time, you· frequently felt nauseated·

and exhausted, especially after you and John had been

fighting. After you and John had been married tor almost two

years, you still weren't happy; so you decided to have a. 

baby, thinking that a child would help your marriage.. After 

all a baby would be something that the two of you · could

share. When you told John. that your were pregnant, he was 

excited and started spending more time at home helping with 

the preparations for the baby. However, as· your pregnancy 

progressed you began to feel apprehensive about the baby's 

arrival. You began wondering about whether the baby would 

be normal, whether you would be able to take care of a 

child, and more important whether John really loved you or 

whether he was staying at home· because you ·were pregnant. 

The more you thought about these things the more assurance 

you wanted from John and as a result he became more distant. 

This pattern continued until the baby was born; then 

everything seemed to be all right. 

You had a baby boy who· was apparently in e:>:cellent 

health. However, when he was just over a month old he died 

of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome, "Crib 

told you that Sudden Infant Death was a 

infants for ·no apparent reason and 

been nothing that they could have done 

Dea th 11• The doctors 

disease that killed 

that there would have 

even if he had been 

. I 
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in the hospital. However,- you fel·t that his·_ death was your

fault and that the doctors were coveiing up for your

benefit. As the time passed, you became more�convinced·that

your son's death was your fault. You continued to think·

that if you had taken better care of·yourself while you were 

pregnant, if you hadn't been so upset all of the time, · and

if you had watched him closer,. maybe he would still be 

alive. You found an article in the Ft. Worth·. paper about 

two and a half months ago which substantiates your beliefs 

about what the doctors had told you. The article stated 

that the infants died of a coughing reflex which. caused them. 

to choke to death. It further explained that the infants 

usually died during the night or when they were · not being 

watched, and they were found dead. This is exactly how your 

son died; you went into his room one morning; and h�.was 

lying in his crib, dead. Also, the article explained that 

if the child is found in time that artificial respi�ation is 
. :. . . . . . . ' 

100% effective in revivi_ng them. 

As you think about the article and what the doctors 

told you about your son's death, you become more depressed 

and then you think about John and how angry you get at him 

even though you don't really know why. You are sure that he 

doesn't love you, and that your father was righ� when he 

h. But then .you as_ k __ yourself, "whytold you not to marry 1m. 
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should he love me, I am always sick and complaining?". You 

are sure also that John blames you for your son's death. 

You usually have the same dream two or three times a week; 

John is leaving you and as he is walking out the door, he 

turns and says, "Our son's death is your fault", and then 

you hear your father saying, . "I .. told you not to marry him". 

You wish that your father was still alive so that you could 

go and see him, but he died almost exactly a year after you 

and John were narried. Anyway, a part of you feels that he . 

would only say, "I told you so 11 • 

Now you don't want to do much of anything. You've quit 

going to any club meetings or social affairs because th~y 

don't seem to offer much. Besides, you feel that other 

women are a bunch of bitches, although you've never had 

reason to have an argument with any of them • . · Though you are 

at home most of the time it seems harder and harder to take 

care of the necessary things; cleaning the house, cooking, 

laundry, etc. You just don't seem to have the energy. You 

spend a lot of time looking at the television. You used to 

read a lot, but now you find it to difficult to concentrate 

and you have stopped. You just sit around the house, in 

your old robe, looking at television • . Frequently, you feel 

irritated at John, but you really don't know why. 
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Your Physical A~pearance 

t'1hen you walk into the counseling room you appear 

slowed-up and mute. Your voice is low, and your replies to 

questions are brief. Your speech . possess a - monotone 

quality. Your breathing is labored and punctuated with 

sighs. When you sit or stand your posture is stooped -and 

bent, as if your body is weighted down by your depression. 

You ·have lost all interest in family, friends, work and 

recreation. You have no .desires or motivation. 



APPENDIX E 

Form for Informed Consent 

You have volunteered 

therapist's orientation to 

for a 

therapy 

study concerning the 

and his/her use of 

diagnostic material. You will be required to read the 

client's confidential folder and then conduct a 30 minute 

counseling session with that client. This counseling 

session will be video-taped. The video-taped sessions will 

be analyzed by three judges and then destroyed. As a 

volunteer you have the right to withdraw from the study at 

any time. 

I have received an oral 

including a fair explanation of 

description of this study, 

the procedures and their 

purpose, any associated discomforts or risks, and a 

description of the possible benefits. An offer has been 

made to me to answer all questions about the study. I 

understand that my name will not be used in any release of 

the data and that I am free to withdraw at any time. 

Signature of Investigator Date 

Signature of the Volunteer Subject 
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